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Abstract 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies have been performed on a series of 

diamagnetic cobalt (UI) complexes in both solution and the solid state. Variable- 

temperature solution co balt-59 nuclear magnetic relaxation studies revealed that 

the dominant relaxation mechanism of these complexes in solution was the quadmpo- 

lar mechanism at room temperature. At higher temperatures, three of the com- 

plexes studied were observed to experience non-linear relaxation as temperature 

increased indicating that the spin-ro tation relaxation mechanism was a contri bu- 

tor to relaxation at these temperatures. Spin-rotation constants were determined 

for these three complexes allowing the first determination of the absolute chem- 

ical shielding scale for cobalt. For solid samples. the chemical shift and electric 

field gradient (efg) tensors of eleven complexes were elucidated via simulation of 

solid-state 59Co NMR spectra. Symmetry arguments, Gaussian 94 calculations, or 

residual quadrupolar effects on the dipolar coopling with an adjacent spin-; nuclei 

allowed for the determination of the orientation of the efg tensor in the molecular 

frame. The relative orientation of the chemical shift tensor was known with respect 

to the efg tensor from the simulation of the solid-state "Co spectra. allowing the as- 

signment of specific ligand planes responsible for observed d u e s  of chemical shift 

principal components. The possibility of using cobalt-59 NMR as a site-specific 

probe of molecular structure is proposed. 
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Chapter 1 

Introductory Comments 

This thesis is concerned with the study of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec- 

troscopy with particular interest in cobalt-59. This interest in cobalt complexes 

stems from several sources. Cobalt is a metal involved in biological processes. es- 

pecially famous for its role in pernicious anemia (vitamin BI2 deficiency). Protein 

bound co-enzyme B12 is thought to be crucial for BIZ-catalyzed enzymatic rad- 

ical reactions.[l] Hydrolysis of amino acid esters, amides. and peptides. as well 

as peptide synthesis have been observed to be promoted by cobalt(III).[2] Cobalt 

complexes have been observed to selectively bind DNA, [3] have been extensively 

st d i e d  in photochemistry, [4] and have been observed to bind poly(viny1pyridine) 

and can be used as a cross linker in these polymers.[5] We wish to gain a better 

understanding of simple cobalt (III) complexes in both solution and the solid-state 

with the long term goal of using cobalt NMR as a site-specific probe of molecu- 

lar structure in more complicated systems. Cobalt(1II) is an excellent choice for 

studying these sys terns because it forms diamagnetic complexes when adopting an 
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octahedral geometry. In this conformation it is substitutionally inert- Cobalt-59 

is also the only naturally o c d g  isotope of cobalt and therefore, sensitivity in 

NMR spectroscopy would not present a problem as is sometimes observed for less 

abundant isotopes. 

Chapter 2 contains theory which will be used iu the remainder of this thesis. 

This includes a description of NMR interactions which are relevant to NMR spec- 

troscopy of diamagnetic compounds in both solution and the solid stake. All of 

the interactions are described briefly with the exception of the chemical shielding 

interaction for which a frill theoretical and mathematical description is presented. 

Chapter 3 contains the results of variable-temperature "Co nuclear magnetic 

relaxation studies on a series of octahedral cobalt(III) complexes and a variable- 

concentration multinnclear NMR study on Na[Co(edta)] . Variation of the magnetic 

field and temperature was performed to determine unambiguously the dominant 

"Co relaxation mechanism(s) for these complexes in aqueous media. It had been 

suggested previously that the chemical shielding anisotropy relaxation mechanism 

contributed to the relaxation of such complexes. If this suggestion was correct, we 

would have a way to measure the chemical shielding anisotropy fkom solution NMR 

spectra (the first time for a quadrupolar nudeus) making the analysis of solid-state 

NMR spectra unnecessary. The dominant relaxation mechanism was found to be the 

quadrupolar mechanism for all of the complexes in the study at room temperature. 

At higher temperatures, spin-rotation was also observed to contribute to complexes 

with high symmetry or a large moment of inertia. An absolute chemical shielding 

scale is proposed by using spin-rotation constants obtained &om a fitting of the TI 
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curves in conjunction with previously caldated diamagnetic shielding constants. 

A solid-state SgCo NMR study is contained in Chapter 4. Within this chap 

ter, the chemical shift and electric field gradient tensors of eleven cobalt(III) com- 

plexes are presented. The orientations of the electric field gradient tensors were 

determined in the molecular frame via symmetry arguments, Gaussian 94 calcu- 

lations, or residual quadrupolar effects on the dipolar coupling with an adjacent 

spin-+ nucleus. This dowed the elucidation of the orientation of the chemical 

shift tensors using the Euler angles determined in the simulations. Specific ligand 

planes were determined to be responsible for observed values of the chemical shift 

principal components. From the experimentally determined chemical shift tensors, 

room-temperature spin-lattice relaxation times were calculated considering only the 

chemical shielding anisotropy relaxation mechanism to be present. These calcula- 

tions further proved that the chemical shielding anisotropy relaxation mechanism 

does not contribute to cobalt relaxation in these complexes. A comparison be- 

tween solution and solid-state isotropic chemical shifts and quadrupolar coupling 

constants is also presented. 

The final chapter in this thesis briefly reviews the conclusions drawn in Chapters 

3 and 4 as well as proposing future work that builds on the results of this project. 

A proposed direction in which this research is leading is given along with possible 

situations where cobalt49 NMR can be used as a site-specific probe of structure. 



Chapter 2 

NMR Interact ions 

In any state of matter the fall nuclear spin H d t o n i a n  of a diamagnetic compound 

is given 461 

where the total Hamiltonian (T) is the sum of the Zeeman (Z), radiofrequency (RE'), 

chemical shielding (CS), direct dipolar (DD), indirect spin-spin (J), quadrupolar 

(Q), and spin rotation (SR) Hamiltonians. The Zeeman interaction is the basic 

NMR interaction and all of the other interactions are perturbations of this inter- 

action. Many monographs and reviews describe, in detail, the origin of the effects 

of the different interactions;[6, 7, 81 a brief discussion of each is provided here as 

background for the remainder of this thesis. 
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2.1 The Zeeman Interaction 

If a nucleus possessing spin (Ce, I > 0) is placed in a magnetic field. B.. 21 i 

1 nuclear spin energy levels are created. The energy spacing between the energy 

levels (Ce., the differences in energy) is dependent on the magnetic moment of a 

where 71 is the magnetogyric ratio for nuclear isotope I and i is the nuclear spin 

angular momentum vector of isotope I. By convention, B, is chosen to be along the 

laboratory z-axis. Units of kequency are preferred to energy in NMR. The frequency 

at which a pure Zeeman transition occurs is given by the Larmor fiequency. v,, of 

a given nuclear isotope, 

where v, is in Hz. AU of the interactions to follow are perturbations of this basic 

interaction. 

2.2 The Radiofrequency Interact ion 

Without the radiofrequency (RF') interaction, NMR would not be possible. In 

a pulse Fourier Transform NMR (FTNMR) experiment, a time-dependent radio 

frequency field, BRF, along the x-axis induces a transition between nuclear spin 

energy levels, 
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where 

and B1 is the amplitude of the RF field with a carrier eequency of 4 2 ~ .  The time- 

dependent fields of the RE' Hamiltonian can be used for all FTNMR experiments 

to allow observation (and suppression if desired) of the effects of the following 

Hamiltonians. 

2.3 The Chemical Shielding Interact ion 

When a magnetic field is imposed on an atom or molecule, the electrons surround- 

ing the nudeus (or nuclei) are induced into currents. As the electrons circulate 

about the nucleus, they shield (either positively or negatively) the nucleus &om 

the magnetic field. This phenomenon is known as chemical shielding. Since this 

shielding is induced by the magnetic field, it is proportional to the magnetic field 

strength, 

where a is the chemical shielding tensor. The chemical shielding tensor describes 

the effect of the electrons as they modify the magnetic field experienced by the 

nuclear spin, I. 
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The chemical shielding Hamiltonian can be expanded as 

This equation can be simplified if B, is taken to be along the z-axis (in the usual 

convention). I, and & do not commute with fits ifBo is dong s, therefore only one 

term survives: ? , e b B , .  This lab b e  chemical shielding tensor can be expressed 

where 5 can be further broken down into symmetric (1') and antisymmetric (5") 

terms using the transform (bT) of the tensor in equation 2.8. These two terms are 

and 

In an NMR experiment, one can only directly observe the symmetric part of a 

chemical shielding tensor and this tensor is usually described in its principal axis 
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system (PAS) as 

where RpAs and R& are rotational transformations[9] &om the lab frame to the 

PAS. The three diagonal elements above are known as the three principal compo- 

nents of the chemical shielding tensor where ell is the least shielded, 053 is the most 

shielded. and ~2 is between, or equal to one of, the two extremes. The difference 

between the least shielded and most shielded component of the tensor is known as 

the span (a). Two other measures commonly used in describing the anisotropic be- 

havior of the chemical shielding tensor are the asymmetry of the chemical shielding 

tensor (qcs) and the anisotropy of the chemical shielding tensor (Ao8). If l(all - 

ciao) 1 5 I ( 433  -c iao )  1 then 

6 2 2  - 0 1 1  and ha = crm - (722 + 011 
Vcs = 2 Oj3 - ciao 

a 2 2  - 033  
and Aa" = all - (722 + 033 

VCS = 2 611 - giro 

Both Q and Au' are measures of the orientation dependace of the chemical shield- 

ing tensor. [lo] 
The anisotropic chemical shielding interaction can be represented in its PAS as 

seen in Figure 2.1 where 9 and rp are the polar and azimuthal angles describing the 



Figure 2.1: The orientation of B, in the PAS of the chemical shielding tensor. 
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orientation of B, in the PAS. These two angles and the three principal components 

of the chemical shielding tensor underlie the anisotropic lineshapes observed in 

many solid-state NMR experiments. The lineshape (v,) of a nucleus in a powder 

sample dominated by chemical shielding can be described as 

Examples of the effects of chemical shielding anisotropy can be seen in Figure 2.2. In 

this figure, sites of cubic, axid, and less than axial symmetry are displayed. Cubic 

symmetry is observed for nuclei in sites with tetrahedral or higher point symmetry. 

In these cases all components are equal (ull = 0 2 ~  = 4. Axial symmetry is 

observed in sites with 3-fold or higher point symmetry. In such cases, either all = 

a22 # 433 or oll # u22 = 6 3 3  kl sites with less than %fold point symmetry. ~ 1 1  # 

a22 # and one observes a non-adally symmetric powder pattern. 

The above breakdown of a tensor was purely mathematical. Chemists, however. 

want to be able to interpret chemical shielding tensors through a theoretical model 

of molecular structure or bonding. Ramsey[ll] was the first to propose that chemi- 

cal shielding could be broken down into two terms: diamagnetic and paramagnetic. 

These two terms are given as follows.[lt] 
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Figure 2.2: NMR spectra showing sites of a) cubic, b) axial, and c )  less than axial 
symmetry- 
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where r is the position vector for an electron and I is the angular momentum 

operator. both of which are with respect to either a chosen origin (k)  or to the 

observed nucleus (kN). The diamagnetic term (equation 2.16) is only dependent on 

the ground state wave functions and is almost invariant for a given nucleus. The 

paramagnetic term, which is dependent on both ground and excited state wave 

functions, causes the variation in chemical shielding &om compound to compound 

for most nuclear isotopes. The two exceptions are hydrogen and lithium because the 

valence shell for these nuclei are s-orbitals. Therefore, the excited states are much 

higher in energy than the ground state making a, small and allowing the smdl 

variations in trd to become important. Both Q and cr, also include a radial density 

(r-3) term. Cobalt has one of the largest r-3 terms resulting in large sensitivity in 

its shielding. In calculated chemical shielding tensors, the diamagnetic term is more 

readily calculated (since it is only dependent on the ground state wave functions) 

and such calculations have been performed for many atoms. [lt 141 Calculated 

NMR chemical shieldings are defined on a scale with respect to the bare nucleus at 

0 ppm. This scale is known as the absolute chemical shielding scale. 

NMR spectra, however, are normally recorded in terms of the chemical shift, 6, 

rather than shielding, o. Chemical shifts provide positions of signals with respect to 

a reference compound (e.g., TMS for 'H and 13C), in field-independent units of ppm 

(parts per million). Chemical shielding is also referenced to a standard, the bare 

nucleus, and also uses a field-independent scale of ppm. To convert between these 
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two scales, the value of the chemical shiR of the bare nucleus is necessary. From 

this, the absolute shielding of the reference compound (o+.~) can be determined. 

The following equation then provides absolute chemical shieldings: 

Therefore, NMR spectra can be obtained, analyzed to determine the chemical shift 

tensor, and these results can be converted to the chemical shielding scale using 

equation 2.18. This process, however, is impossible for nuclei for which there is no 

known absolute chemical shielding scale, making direct comparison with calculated 

values impossible. 

2.4 The Direct Dipolar Interaction 

Two nuclear spins, I and S, can interact through space in a manner similar to two 

bar magnets. This interaction is known as the direct dipolar (to be refmed to as 

only dipolar henceforth) interaction and can be expressed as 

where I and S can be Iike or unlike spins, and D is the dipolar tensor. Equation 2.19 

can be expanded in much the same way as the chemical shielding interaction and 

also simplified in a similar manner. The dipolar tensor is both axially symmetric 
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and traceless as seen in equation 2.20, 

where 4 is the angle between B, and the internudear vector, and RoD is the dipolar 

coupling constant. Therefore, one need only know RDD to completely characterize 

the dipolar interaction, 

where rrs is the internuclear distance and RDD is given in Hz. 

The dipolar interaction has merent effects in solution and the solid state. As 

seen in equation 2.2 1, dipolar coupling is stronger for shorter internuclear dis t a c e s  

and for large magnetogyric ratios. In the solid state. such dipolar couplings are 

observed to broaden lines. An example of large dipolar coupling is 'H coupling to 

heteronudei in an organic compound. Dipolar coupling can also contribute to the 

relaxation in aIl phases and is observed to be dominant in spin-112 nuclei bonded 

to protons in solution (vide infra). The dipolar interaction can be used to increase 

the sensitivity of heteronudei in solution. This effect is known as the nuclear 

Overhauser effect (nOe). [15] 
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2.5 The Indirect Spin-Spin Interact ion 

In contrast to the direct interaction between two nuclei in the dipolar interaction. 

nuclei can also commnnicate through the electrons between nuclei. This is known 

as the indirect spin-spin interaction and is given as 

where j is the indirect spin-spin coupling tensor. Equation 2.22 can be expanded 

similarly to 5 to obtain a general tensor with both symmetric and antisymmetric 

terms. The indirect spin-spin interaction is usually assumed to be axidy symmetric 

with an isotropic average that can be measured in solution as Jiao. Assuming axial 

symmetry, the tensor J can be written as 

JL and Jll are the perpendicular and pardel components of j with respect to 

the internudear vector and 1 is the unit tensor. As shown in equation 2.23, j 

can be broken down into isotropic and anisotropic terms. The anisotropic term is 

averaged to zero in solution NMR due to rapid molecular tumbling. However, AJ 

can be observed in solid-state NMR but only in combination with the direct dipolar 
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interaction due to their identical spin operators. Therefore, if A J is non-zero, one 

observes an effective dipolar coupling constant, 

If a bond length is a d a b l e  fiom a different technique (e.g., X-ray or neutron 

*action), RDD can be calculated using equation 2.21. Using solid-state NMR 

one can then measure ELfr and therefore obtain a value of A J. [l6, 171 

2.6 The Quadrupolar Interaction 

In this research the quadrupolar interaction is important because "Co is a quadrupe 

Iar nucleus (I = 712). The quadrupolar interaction, in general, is large in compar- 

ison to the effects of the dipolar and indirect spin-spin Hamiltoniaas (Ce., the 

dipolar and indirect spin-spin interactions normally will not be important when 

dealing with quadrupolar nuclei). 

There are two quantities to consider when dealing with quadrupolar nuclei, the 

nuclear quadrupole moment (eQ) and the electric field gradient (efg). The nuclear 

quadrnpole moment is due to the asymmetric charge distribution within a nucleus 

and the efg is the Laplacian of the potential of the electrons surrounding a nucleus. 

These two phenomena combine to give the quadrupolar interaction, 
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where etj is the efg (or quadrupolar) tensor. The efg tensor can be represented in 

the same fashion as the chemical shielding tensors except B and 9 are replaced by 

8 and 4 and the cii are replace by eq;i (where eqll, eq*~, and eqa, are the three 

principal components of the efg tensor, and B and # define the orientation of B. 

in the PAS of the efg tensor). The angles 8 and 9 are not necessarily equal to 

9 and 9 because the chemical shielding and quadrnpolar interactions arise &om 

different interactions with the locd electronic environment. Chemical shielding, as 

previously described, arises &om currents about the nuclei while the quadrupolar 

interaction is dependent on the distribution of electronic charge around the nuclei. 

Therefore, theses independent interactions will have different orientations with re- 

spect to B,. The efg tensor, like the dipolar tensor, is traceless and therefore cannot 

be observed directly in solution: however, it can be non-axially symmetric. In the 

solid-state, one can determine the quadrupolar coupling constant, x (this is a mea- 

sure of the strength of the quadrupolar interaction) and the asymmetry parameter, 

VQ, to completely describe the efg tensor. 

This interaction will be important throughout this thesis and it and the chemical 

shielding interaction will be the focus of Chapter 4 where solid-state 5gCo NMR 

spectra are reported, analyzed. and discussed in detail. 
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2.7 The Spin-Rotation Interaction 

The rotational angular momentum of a molede, 9: is found to be large if the 

moment of inertia of that molecule, 2, is large, 

where w is the angular velocity of the molecule. In such systems the spin-rotation 

interaction can be a relevant contributor to the total NMR Hamiltonian, 

where t? is the spin-rotation tensor relating i and J. Thus the SR interaction is 

a coupling of a molecule's rotational angular momentum to the nudear spin of 

nuclei within the molecule. As a molecule rotates, magnetic fields are produced 

by the circulating electrons; these fields may couple with the nuclear spins. As 

the rate of molecular rotation changes, the fields fluctuate due to changes in the 

rotation rate and cause relaxation of the nuclei. One can  obtain SR constants 

indirectly &om NMR measurements if nuclei relax through this SR mechanism 

(vide infra) and the moment of inertia of the molecule is known. Characterization 

of SR constants allows for the estimation of the degree of paramagnetic shielding 

a complex exhibits.[ll, 18, 191 This relationship arises because both SR and up are 

produced by circulating electron currents due to unquenching of orbital angular 

momentum. Extrapolation to an SR constant of zero fkom a plot of SR constants 

us. isotropic chemical shifts yields od (i. e., at SR constants of zero, up is zero). 



Using a calculated value of ud, a value of the chemical shift of a bare nucleus is 

obtained, thereby producing an absolute chemical shielding scale for that nudeus. 



Chapter 3 

Solution NMR Studies of Cobalt 

Complexes 

3.1 General Information about Cobalt-59 

Cobalt-59 has been a nucleus of interest from the early days of NMR. [20] Its high 

magnetogyric ratio (7 = 6.317 x lo7 rad T-Is-' which is dose to that of 13C) 1211 

and its high natural abundance (100%) make it a sensitive nucleus for NMR studies 

(27.7% as receptive as the most sensitive nucleus to study by NMR - 'H). Even 

with its high receptivity, 5gCo NMR spectroscopy is ~UEcult to study due to the 

large chemical shift range (over 18 000 ppm)[22] and the inherent wide lines of this 

nucleus in both solution and the solid-state. The large chemical shift range, for 

which no absolute shielding refetence exists, results from a variety of factors, the 

most significant of which is the large value of <rd3 >ad for cobalt .[23] The wide 

lines arise from efficient relaxation of cobalt nuclei. One would expect this efficient 
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relaxation to be through the quahpolar mechanism of relaxation as "Co is a 

quadrupolar nudeus with nuclear spin quantum number (I) of 712. 

3.2 Previous Cobalt-59 Relaxat ion Studies 

The relaxation mechanisms of cobalt nuclei have been the topic of several 59Co 

NMR studies. Ader and Loewens tein[24] studied the spin-lat tice relaxation time 

(TI%) of aqueous Co(CN)e3-, CO(N'H~)~~+,  and Co(en)3=+ with variation of the 

counterion, the temperature, the concentration. the solvent, and the field. The 

dominant relaxation mechanism of the cobalt center in these complexes was stated 

to be through the quadrnpolar mechanism. The electric field gradient (ef'g) that 

is needed for quadrupolar relaxation to occur was proposed to be produced by 

ionic association of the cobalt ion with the counterion (there is no static efg for 

CO(CN)~~-  or CO(NH&~+ because they possess octahedral symmetry). A linear 

relationship between ln(T1) and 1000/T was observed over a broad temperature 

range for Co(en)a3+ and this linear relationship was observed to hold below 323 

K for Co(CN)e3- and CO(NH&~+. At temperatures above 323 K, a 'tailing off  

was observed; i e . ,  the Ti's did not continue to increase linearly but were less 

than one would expect from the lower temperature measurements. Suggestions 

made for the non-ideal high-temperat ure behavior were (1) the correlation times 

for the quadrupolar interaction may not be an exponential function of temperature, 

(2) the quadrupolar coupling might vary with temperature, or (3) spin-rotation 

relaxation may be contributing to the total relaxation at higher temperatures. A 

subsequent multinudear NMR study by Jordan[25] of the cobalt hexaamine cation 
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in dime t hylsulfoxide provided evidence for the participation of the spin-ro t ation 

mechanism at higher temperature as the correct interpretation. 

0 ther investigations of the nature of cobalt relaxation abound in the literature. 

Doddrell and co-workers[26] completed a room-temperature 59Co TI stady of a 

series of cobalt complexes with local octahedral symmetry (e.g., C o ( a ~ a c ) ~  has six 

oxygen atoms aromd the cobalt center, therefore local Oh symmetry, but the whole 

molecule does not have Oh symmetry). Valiev's vibrationdy-induced nuclear spin 

relaxation model[27] was suggested to be the origin of the unexpectedly-efficient 

SgCo relaxation in symmetric cobalt(III) complexes, where shorter "Co relaxation 

times were measured in larger complexes ( e.g., Co(trop01onato)~ ) than in smaller 

complexes (e.g., Co(acac)=) with the "same" local symmetry (Ce., both of these 

complexes have six oxygen atoms around the cobalt centre). Valiev's model was 

treated with a full theoretical approach for a series of quadrupolar nuclei by Brown 

and Colpa,[28] who pointed out that the vibrational excitation was not necessary 

to create transient efg's at the cobalt nuclei since static efg's exist in both of the 

above complexes. Osten and Jameson[29] calculated relaxation rates for a series of 

quadrupolar nuclei using the vibrationally-induced nuclear spin relaxation model 

and obtained estimates of relaxation rates which were orders of magnitude too small 

compared to experimentally observed relaxation rates. The alternative models of 

collision-deformation by van der Wads interactions (an "intermolecular" effect) and 

octopole-induced efg's were investigated and these predicted relaxation rates of the 

correct order of magnitude. 

Bryant and his co-workers[30, 31, 32, 33, 341 have also published a series of pa- 
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pers dealing with relaxation in highly symmetric cobalt complexes. They found 

that perturbations in the &st coordination sphere caused large changes in re- 

laxation rates of the central cobalt nudeus,[33] presumably due to changes in 

the cobalt quadrapolar coupling constant, while changes in the second coordi- 

nation sphere made little to no contribution to the strength of the quad-npolar 

interaction. [3O] Subsequent studies indicated that second sphere coordination in- 

duced time-dependent changes in the efg at the central atom, which were used as a 

measure of "ion-pairing" in the ionic solutions.[34] This ion-pairing effect is similar 

to the ideas presented by Ader and Loewenstein[24] and has been reported most 

recently in the cobalt relaxation of A-[c~(R,R-chw)~]~+ (chxn = trons-(lR.2R)- 

1.2-diaminocyclohexane) . [35] Bryant also concluded that scalar relaxation of the 

second kind[36] from 59Co coupled to "N in high-symmetry N-bonded cobalt corn- 

plexes contributes to the spin-spin relaxation (Tz ) in these complexes. [3 1, 321 

In 1983, Eaton and co-workers published a series of "Co NMFt T2 (Via linewidth 

measurements) [37, 38. 391 and TI studies[40] of cobalt complexes that varied fiom 

high symmetry (e-g., CO(CN)~~- with Oh symmetry) to low symmetry (e.g., ck- 

Co(NEI&C03+ with Cz, symmetry). Complexes with less than On symmetry were 

found to have 59Co relaxation times that decreased with increasing field strength. 

which they took to be evidence that chemical shielding anisotropy was contributing 

to the relaxation of the "low-symmetryn complexes. According to their interpreta- 

tion, the antisymmetric part of the chemical shielding tensor (ou) dominated the 

relaxation of these complexes because TI values were found to be less than cor- 

responding T2 values. These studies have been brought into question recently in 
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a review of the chemical shielding tensor.[41] According to Anet and O'Leary, a 

molecule with symmetry (e-g.. trans-Cox&) must possess a ua of zero while 

the symmetric part of the tensor must be large. Therefore, if relaxation was through 

the chemical shielding anisotropy mechanism of relaxation, one would expect TI to 

be greater than T2 (wide +a). Eaton and c*workers argued that hydrogen bond- 

ing solvents break the symmetry through second-sphere complexation and therefore 

oa could contribute to the overall relaxation, but Anet and O'Leary state that an 

enormous value for oa would be required to explain Eaton's data. No alternate 

explanation for the TI/T2 ratios has been given other than an unknown systematic 

error may be influencing the observations. 

One possible source of error in several of the earlier studies may have been the 

use of saturated solutions. A recent study of 59Co T17s of C o ( a c a ~ ) ~  in acetonitrile 

was conducted as a function of both temperature and concentration.[42] The im- 

portance of a variable-concentration study can be understood by considering the 

Deb ye expression, 

vq 
r c  = ~1 

where r)  is viscosity, k is the Boltzmam constant, T is temperature, V is the vol- 

ume of a complex, and r, is the rotational correlation time (the time it takes for a 

molecule to tumble 1 radian). If the concentration of a solution is increased, 11 

(hence rC) increases. In extreme narrowing (vide infnr ) r, a TI-'. Therefore, a plot 

of TI -' us. concentration should be linear if the extreme narrowing condition holds. 

This relationship holds for the Co(a~ac)~-acetonitrile system at concentrations be- 

low 80 mM but deviates from ideality at concentrations greater than 80 mM. Hence, 
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the importance of using dilate solutions for T1 studies was demonstrated. 

3.3 Relaxation Theory 

3.3.1 General Relaxation Theory 

Nuclear spins have a random orientation in the absence of a magnetic field. When 

a magnetic field (B,) is placed along an axis (by convention the z-axis), net mag- 

netization (%) will result along this axis at a rate characterized by the first order 

time constants TI and T2. T1 and Tz are relaxation time constants given by the 

following differential equations: 

where KVV,, describes magnetization along the x, y, and z-axes respectively and M, 

is the equilibrium magnetization. A pictorial description of the effect of applying a 

magnetic field to a collection of nuclear spins is seen in Figure 3.1. The spin-lattice 

or longitudinal relaxation time, TI, is the time constant describing the approach 

to equilibrium of magnetization dong the z-axis. The spin-spin or transverse re- 

laxation time, T2, is the time constant describing the approach to equilibrium of 

magnetization in the x-y plane. These same equations describe the recovery to- 

wards equilibrium by a nuclear spin system after a perturbation occurs (e.g., a 

radiofrequency pulse). 
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Apply B, a10 

Wait T,, TZ 

Figure 3.1: a: Nuclear spin in the absence of a magnetic field b: Nudear spins in 
the presence of a magnetic field, B,, after waiting the relaxation times TI and T2. 
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For relaxation to occur, a locd magnetic field must be present fluctuating at 

the Larmor frequency, v,. These fluctuations are described in terms of the spechal 

density, J ( wo ) , [43] 

where wo is the angular Larmor fkequency (be., w. = 2zv, = yB,) and rl is a 

general rotational correlation time. In general, the longitudinal relaxation rate for 

the quadrupolar mechanism, T& can be expressed as, 

while the transverse quadrupolar relaxation rate, T& is given by 

The other interactions have similar relaration expressions. The temperature de- 

pendence of nuclear spin relaxation is normally defined completely by the spectral 

density terms, through the dependence of the correlation time, given generally as 

71, on temperature. However, this does not preclude an additional temperature 

dependence of the fluctuating local field. 

3.3.2 Relaxation Mechanisms 

There are five different mechanisms of relaxation possible for diamagnetic com- 

pounds. These mechanisms are quadrupolar (Q), dipolar (D), scalar (J), chemical 
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shielding anisotropy (CSA), and spin rotation (SR). Plots of ln(Tl) us. 1000/T are 

given in Figure 3.2 for Q ,  CSA, and SR (the plots for D and J are similar to that 

of Q). Studying the Q c w e  of Figure 3.2, three distinct regions are observed. At 

the lowest point of the carve w:$ = 1; this is known as the T1 minimum. To the 

left of the minimum, nuclei are in the extreme narrowing region of the T1 curve. 

In this region W:T: << 1. TO the right of the minimum, wz$ > 1 and nudei are in 

the slow tumbling region of the TI m e .  

To discover which region of a T1 e w e  is relevant to the nuclei under study (for 

all TI curves except SR because SR only occurs when the extreme narrowing con- 

dition holds), a variable temperature experiment must be performed. Temperature 

increases to the left in the TI ewes .  Looking at either Q or CSA. one observes 

that, if the temperature is increased and the TI increases. the nuclei are in the 

extreme narrowing region of the curve; likewise, if the temperature is increased and 

the T1 decreases, the nuclei are in the slow tumbling region of the curve (or SR 

is dominating); if the T1 varies little with temperature, the nudei are near the TI 

minimum (or SR and a second relaxation mechanism are competing). 

If the nudei are in the extreme narrowing region of the TI curve, the relaxation 

rates for Q, D, J, CSA, and SR can be described as[6] 
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Figure 3.2: Plots of ln(Tt) vs. 1000/T for Q, CSA, and SR relaxation 
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where TZ is the time over which fluctuations of zero, first, or second ( I  = 0, 1, 

or 2) rank tensors occur (commonly referred to as the correlation time), x is the 

quadrupolar coupling constant, is the asymmetry of a given tensor, I and S are 

nudear spin quantum numbers, Ji.., Ja, and AJu are the isotropic, antisymmetric, 

and symmetric anisotropy terms of the indirect spin-spin tensor, ua and A& are the 

antisymmetric and symmetric anisotropy terms of the chemical shielding tensor, Z 

is the moment of inertia (Z = Cimrf where mi and ri are the mass and distance 

of atom i from the axis defining Z through the centre of gavity)[44I1 q j  are the 

direction cosines of the SR tensor in the PAS of Z, TJ is the angular momentum 

correlation time, and A denotes the different relaxation mechanisms. 

If the T1 curves for Q and CSA are compared, different behavior with respect to 

B, on either side of the TI minimum is apparent. This difference in behavior can be 

understood readily by the presence of the Bz term in the relaxation rate equation for 

CSA. Etom the above equations (when the extreme narrowing condition applies), 

it is evident that there is no field dependence for any relaxation mechanism except 
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CSA. and the field dependence for CSA is such that at a given temperature the TI 

at a higher field will be less than the TI at a lower field. In slow tumbling, a field 

dependence is introduced into Q, D, and J (SR only occurs in extreme narrowing) 

and a loss of field dependence is observed for CSA. This field dependence arises 

fiom the reduction of equation 3.4 to J(wo)= ~ w ; ~ T - '  in the slow tumbling regime. 

Since wo = yB,, a field dependence is introduced into Q, D, and J and is lost from 

CSA when the new spectral density is substituted for the old one (Ce.. replace rl 

with 2w,-25-L). 

For the SR curve in Figure 3.2, a solid line and a dashed curve are given. The 

dashed cnrve is observed if, at lower temperatures. a relaxation mechanism other 

than SR is dominant and SR becomes a greater contributor as temperature in- 

creases. That is to say, at lower temperatures, more efficient relaxation occurs via 

another mechanism (right hand side of dashed line). At higher temperatures, SR 

starts to contribute more and relaxation no longer decreases in efficiency mono- 

tonically (centre where the dashed and solid lines start to meet). When very high 

temperatures are reached, SR becomes the dominant mechanism of relaxation and 

relaxation now increases in efficiency with increasing temperature (solid line left of 

the maximum of the dashed line). If SR were the dominant mechanism of relaxation 

for a molecule, relaxation data would be obtained where relaxation would decrease 

in efficiency as the temperature was lowered (the solid line). 

The expressions for T2 are similar to those for TI with the addition of a zero- 

frequency spectral density term (see equation 3.6) for all mechanisms except SR.[6] 

TI and T2 are equal for most mechanisms of relaxation in extreme narrowing. 
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The two exceptions are 1) when a relaxation mechanism, such as scalar relaxation 

of the second kind, contributes to T2 with little to no influence on TI, and 2) 

when CSA relaxation is significant. Since T2 relaxation is sensitive to ftuctaations 

on a much slower time scale due to the J(0) term and scalar relaxation depends 

on spectral densities at the difference in Larmor Frequencies of the two nuclei. 

this relaxation mechanism is often observed to contribute solely to Tz. For CSA 

relaxation, T1/T2 = 716 if Aoa is the sole contributor, whereas, if aa exclusively 

contributes. T1/T2 = 1/2.[41] If TI and T2 are equal, CSA relaxation may still 

be contributing, but it requires a perfect balance of Ao8 and ua. In light of these 

relationships among the different relaxation mechanisms, it is clear that one must 

perform both variable-temperature and variable-field experiments to determine the 

mechanisms contributing to the overall relaxation. 

3.3.3 Methods of Measuring TI and T2 

To obtain a simple, pulse FT NMR 1-D spectrum, one applies a RF pulse. collects a 

time-domain signal in the form of a free induction decay (FID) and then performs a 

Fourier transformation of this time-domain signal to transform it into the fkequency 

domain. A slightly more complicated pulse sequence, most commonly the inversion 

recovery pulse sequence, is used to obtain values of TI. This pulse sequence is seen in 

Figure 3.3. The n (or 180°) pulse rotates the net magnetization from the equilibrium 

position, l&, to -Mo. One then waits a variable delay time, t ~ ,  after which a n/2 (or 

90") pulse is applied rotating the magnetization into the x-y plane where it can be 

recorded in the form of an FID. One would first obtain negative signals at short to. 
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Figure 3 -3: The inver sion-recover y pulse sequence. 
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As t~ increases, the signals will become less negative, then positive, and continue 

to become more positive until the m k u m  signal is obtained when nuclei have 

sufficient time to retarn to equilibrium before the second pulse. The spectra &om 

a series of inversion recovery experiments for C~.S-[CO(EJH~)~CO~]NO~ are shown in 

Figure 3.4. Integrating equation 3.2 from -M, (the initial magnetization after the 

R pulse) to +M, (the final magnetization at equilibrium) results in the following 

expression; 

Using the intensity of the recorded signals as a function of delay time, a curve can 

be fit in the form of equation 3.15 from which a value of TI can be obtained. As an 

example, the TI for cis-[Co(NH3).&Os]NOa is 242 f 2 /IS at ambient temperature. 

A common method to obtain T2's is to measure the linewidth at half-height, 

Aulp  This is actually a measure of Ti and is given by 

In the absence of field inhomogeneities, T; = T2. Figure 3.5 shows the 1-D 59Co 

spectrum (solid line) of CiS-[Co(NH&C03]N03 and a Lorentzian line fit (dashed 

line) of the experimental spectrum. Etom the fit, a Ar12  of 1300 Hz is obtained. 

This corresponds to a Ti of 245 f 12 ps. 
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Figure 3.4: Cobdt-59 NMR spectra of cis-[Co(NH3),&O3] NO3 acquired using the 
inversion recovery puke sequence. The TI obtained from these spectra is 242 f 2 
P* 



Figure 3.5: Cobalt-59 ,I) spectrum of &-[CO(NH~)~CO~]NO~ (solid line) and 
Lorentzian fit (dashed line). The linewidth obtained from the fit is 1300 8 2  which 
corresponds to a T; of 245 f 12 ps. 
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Cobalt(III) octahedral complexes were made by standard literature procedures or 

were available commercially (see Table 3.1 for references). For the "Co NMR. 

studies, commerciaUy a d a b l e  99.9% 2H20 was used without further pdca t ion .  

Solutions were prepared by dissolving approximately 20 mg of a cobalt complex in 

2.0 mL of 'Hz0 (th e exact concentrations are shown in Table 3.1). 

Cobalt-59 NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker AC-200 (B, = 4.7 T) and 

AMX-500 (B, = 11.7 T) spectrometers which have resonance frequencies for 5gCo 

at 47.48 MHz and 118.1 MHz respectively. All cobalt-59 spectra were referenced 

to 1.0 M aqueous K3 [CO(CN)~]. S pin-lat tice relaxation times were measured using 

the inversion recovery puke sequence. The a and r / 2  pulses were calibrated on 

each sample. A n/2 pulse of 11 ps was most common on the AG200 and on the 

AMX-500 a 14.5 ps pulse was the average a / 2  pulse. The linewidths at half height 

(AvtI2) were obtained by fitting Lorentzian lines to the experimental spectra. AU 

SgCo spectra were obtained on resonance with a 2H field-frequency lock for optimal 

field stability. 

A multinudear variable-concentration study was performed on Na[Co(edta) 1. 
Solutions were prepared through dilution of a 200 mM stock solution in 2H20. 

Solutions were degassed through a hze/pump/thaw cycle to remove paramagnetic 

oqgen and sealed in 5 mm NMR. tubes. All spectra were obtained at ambient 

temperature on a B d e r  AMX-500 spectrometer with a ZH field-fkequency lock for 

field stability. A standard inversion-recovery pulse sequence was used for the 23Na 

and "Co spin-lattice relaxation measurements. Simple 1-D spectra were obtained 



Table 3.1: Sum~nary of the "Co NMR data acquired at 294 K (ambient temperature) and 11.7 T. 
B 

Compound Jim Concentration Synthesis &/2 Ti TI & 'U 

K3 [co(cN)~]  -1 ppm 32.5 ruM a sl 6.5 f 1 Hz 49.0 f 8.0 Ins 120 f 0.2 ms 3 

[Co(NH&] Cb  8076 ppm 42.6 mM b 126 * 4 Hz 2.53 0.08 ms 42.2 & 0.2 ms 
9 
cn 

[Co(NH&(N02)] ( 3 2  7565 ppm 43.7 mM c 
0 166 4 Hz 1.92 =t: 0.04 ms 4.23 zt 0.02 ms 
a + 

Co(acac), 12570 ppm < 14.3 mM d 190 f 6 Hs 1.68 f 0.03 ms 1.78 f 0.03 ms 5 
[Co(sepulchrate)] C13 6931 ppm 23.9 mM d 244 f 6 Hz 1.30 f 0.04 ms 1.44 f 0.04 ms ? 

trans-[Co(NH3)4(N02)2]N03 7157 ppm < 17.8 mM c 440 f 15 Hz 723 f 26 ps 921 f 16 p~ Ei 
cn 

cb-[Co(NH3)4 (NOz)z]N03 . 7227 ppm 35.6 mM e 434 f 15 Hz 733 f 23 /IS 879 f 9 ps 

/'c-CO(CN)~(NH~)~ 3289ppm < 1 5 . 6 m M  f 
3 

417 k 15 Hz 763 f 29 ps 774 f 20 11s fil 
rn 

[Co(NH&Cl]Ch 8793 pp~n  14.9 mM d 2021f 75Hz  158f 6 p s  154 f 2 ps + 
Na[Co(edta)] 10237 ppm 40.0 mM 11 2641 f 90 Hz 121 f 5 ps 119rt2p 2 

AU spectra were acquired in 2H20 and referenced to aqueous 1.0 M K3[C~(CN)a]. (a) Obtained from BDH. & 
t3 

(b) See ref. [45]. (c) Generously donated by A. J .  Carty (University of Waterloo). (d) Obtained from Aldrich. E 
(e) See ref. [46]. (f) See ref. [47]. (g) See ref. [48]. (h) See ref. [49]. h, 
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with a one-pulse experiment for 'H, 23Na, and SgCo while inverse-gated and power- 

gated deconphg were used to obtain the 13C spectra to determine the nOe. A 

single 13C TI experiment was acquired on the 40 mM solution to determine a 

correlation time at room temperature for this concentration (this experiment was 

also performed on the C~(sepulehrate)~+ ion). Proton and carbon spectra were 

referenced to TMS, cobalt spectra were referenced to 1.0 M K3[C~(CN)6] (aq), and 

sodium spectra were referenced to an infinitely dilute solution of aqueous NaCl 

(ie., solutions of 1.0 M, 0.1 M, and 0.01 M were measured and extrapolated to 

infinite dilution). 

A Pascal program developed in onr laboratory was used to generate the non- 

linear least-square fits of the h(T1) us. 1000/T plots. Moments of inertia were 

calculated using Microsoft Excel (atomic coordinates into I = Xi mir;) and Hyper- 

chem 4.5 &om Hypercube, Inc., Waterloo, ON, Canada. 

3.5 Results 

3.5.1 Variable Temperature 

The ambient temperature bi,'s, T&, and AyI2's recorded at 11.7 T for the com- 

pounds studied here are shown in Table 3.1. The compounds are arranged in order 

of decreasing TI. As shown in Table 3.1, these compounds span a large chemical 

shift range (over 12 000 ppm), a large range of Ti's (lo3 Werence between the 

shortest and longest), and the linewidths vary &om narrow (on the order of Hz) 

to very wide (on the order of kHz). The dependence of the longitudinal relaxation 
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times on temperature for the compounds in Table 3.1 are seen in Figures 3.6 and 

3.7 where the complexes with the longer room temperature T17s are seen in Figure 

3.6 and the others are in Figure 3.7. The two sets of data for each compound cor- 

respond to the two fields (4.7 T and 11.7.T) at which spectra were acquired in this 

study. The resonance fiequeneies vary &om compound to compound due to large 

chemical shift differences; spectra were acquired on-resonance for each compound. 

In all cases, the data clearly fall under extreme narrowing conditions, w r ~ i  ,Z 1. 

at room temperature; the longitudinal relaxation times increase as temperature is 

increased. Due to the temperature limitations imposed by the aqueous solvent, the 

minima of the temperature dependence of longitudinal relaxation times could not 

be reached. 

Analysis of the tempetature-dependence of the "Co longitudinal relaxation via 

TI us. inverse temperature plots readily provides values for the activation energies 

of molecular tumbling from the slopes of the cwes.  Determination of interac- 

tion constants relevant to the mechanism(s) of relaxation require knowledge of 

the rotational correlation times. Values of the correlation times are available via 

characterization of the TI minimum. Low-temperature limitations of the aqueous 

solvent used in this study precluded definition of this region of the 59Co relaxation 

curve, which would have provided the best description of the correlation times for 

each complex. As an alternative, approximate values of the correlation time, TZ, 

have been determined via I3C longitudinal relaxation measurements. In situations 

where the heteronuclear 13GLH dipolar relaxation mechanism dominates 13C lon- 

gitudinal relaxation, the TI (13C) values of methine and methylene carbons can be 
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used to determine rotational correlation times, since the 13G'H dipolar interac- 

tion is well defined for such carbon sites.[50] Under extreme narrowing conditions 

(relevant at room temperature for the complexes studied according to the cobalt 

data), the nuclear Overhauser enhancement (nOe) exhibited by 13C nuclei provides 

a direct measure of the importance of heteronuclear 13G1H dipolar relaxation to 

the total relaxation of 13C. The 13C longitudinal relaxation times of '%HZ groups 

in the [Co(sepulchrate)]C~ (0.650 s) and Na[Co(edta)] (0.593 s) complexes were 

determined at room temperature; the 13C peaks due to the methylene carbons in 

both complexes exhibited fidl (200%) nOe's, consistent with exdusive relaxation 

via the "C-'H dipolar interaction. Using C H  bond lengths of 110 to 112 pm (typ- 

i d  of the values provided by T1 minima of protonated 13C nuclei) [50] to estiinate 

the strength of the dipolar interaction, rotational correlation times ranging fkom 

151 to 185 ps are predicted fkom the 13C measurements. The correlation times for 

all of the complexes studied here were assumed to f d  within this range at room 

temperatme. 

Using this estimate for TZ, analysis of the 59Co longitudinal relaxation data pro- 

vides values for the 59Co quadrupolar coupling constants (assuming pure quadrupo- 

lar relaxation) given in Table 3.2. It should be noted that the rotational activation 

energies (also quoted in Table 3.2) are independent of this assumption, as they are 

determined solely by the temperature dependence of the relaxation. Quadrupolar 

coupling constants were determined under the assumption of complete axial sym- 

metry ( q ~  = 0). The maximum error introduced by this assumption is a reduction 

in the quoted value of the quadrupfla coupling constant by 25%, as the 1 + ~6 13 
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Table 3 -2: Rotational activation energies and quadrnpolar coupling constants de- 
termined &om analysis of ''Co relaxation data. 

Compound E, Quadrupolar coupling constant 

term in equation 3.7 will fall in a range from 1 to 4/3. The TI minima antici- 

pated, using the estimated r 2 ,  should occur within a temperature range of 215 iz 

15 K (varying with applied magnetic field strength), well below that accessible in 

aqueous soh tion. 

The relaxation behavior of the twelve compounds studied can be classified into 

four categories depending on the Iigands surrounding the cobalt center: 1) CoXe, 

2) six of the same nuclei (e.g., six 0 or six N) but not six of the same ligand, 3) 

fac-CoX3Y3, and 4) low symmetry cobalt complexes. For all complexes studied, 

there was no indication of field-dependent relaxation, in spite of the ratio of 6.25 

in the square of the magnetic field strengths at which the experiments were per- 

formed (4.7 T and 11.7 T). Conhibutions fkom the anisotropic chemical shielding 
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relaxation mechanism wil l  increase with the square of the applied magnetic field 

strength. The field-independent T1 d u e s  we have determined rule out any signif- 

icant contributions by the chemical shielding anisotropy mechanism to the overall 

relaxation rate. 

Analysis of a T1 c w e  provided details concerning relaxation mechanism(s) of 

a complex. The TI curves for K3[Co(CN)s] and [CO(M&)~]C~ both display linear 

and non-linear regions. In the linear region, relaxation must be either through Q, 

D, or J because there is no field dependence (therefore no CSA). Since 98.9% of 

carbon nuclei are spin 0, there would not be any dipolar or scalar relaxation through 

carbon in K3[C~(CN)a]. The dipolar coupling constant (RDD from equation 2.15) 

is only 75 EIz for Co-N in K3[Co(CN)s] (using a value of 3.05 A for rcoN)[51] and 

268 fh in [CO(N&)~]CI~ (using a d u e  of 1.97 A for rcON).[52] The maximum 

relaxation rate is observed at the TI minimum where the following expression for 

dipolar relaxation applies, [6] 

At the T1 minimum, the value of TZ is defined via the condition = 1, which is 

1.33 x lrg s for [ C O ( ~ ~ ) ~ ] C ~ ~  (ushg a Larmor frequency of 119.69 MHz). This 

yields a relaxation rate of 0.00151 s-I for a single 14N dipolar coupled to the "Co 

centre. The rate would be s i r  times faster for the six "N in [ C O ( N H ~ ) ~ ] C ~ .  There- 

fore a minimum TI of 110 s is expected for six 14N dipolar coupled to "Co. In 

extreme narrowing (the region of the TI curve sampled in these compounds), the 

contribution &om the dipolar relaxation mechanism would be even less than the 
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d u e  given here. Therefore dipolar relaxation &om "N to "Co does not contribute 

to the relaxation of this compound or any of the other compounds in the study be- 

cause the dipolar coupling fiom 14N to "Co would be strongest in [ C O ( ~ ) ~ ]  CIS. 

Dipolar relaxation via the protons of the amino groups could also contribute. The 

dipolar contribution due to the 18 'H's have been measured by acquking a 'H 

decoupled SgCo spectrum in HzO (i.e., an nOe experiment) and the dipolar contri- 

bution to relaxation has been measured to be 0.3%. In 'H20 all of the amino H's 

would be exchanged for 2H's as previously demonstrated,[53] and the dipolar cou- 

pling through 'H's would be less than through 'H's by a factor of the square of the 

magnetogyric ratios (the contribution of dipolar relaxation through the 2H's would 

be 0.05% at room temperature). All of the other compounds in this study would 

have a lesser contribution via the dipolar mechanism because there are less pro- 

tons (or 'H) around cobalt in the other compounds with respect to [ C O ( N H ~ ) ~ ] C ~ ~ .  

Scalar relaxation has been observed to affect only T2[54] and therefore can be dis- 

counted for TI. Relaxation in the linear region of the T1 curve must be through the 

quadrupolar mechanism of relaxation. In the non-linear region, SR must contribute 

to the relaxation because of the observed behavior. 

In the following set of compounds, there are either six N ([Co(NH&(N02)] C12, 

[Co(sepdchrate)] Cb [sepulchrate = 1,3,6,8,10 ,l3,l6,l9-octazabicyc~o [6 .6 .6]cose ,  

cis- and t~uns-[Co(NH~)~(N0~) 2]N03), or six 0 (Co(aca~)~ [acac = acetylaceto- 

nate]) around the cobalt(IU) center. Therefore, there is high local symmetry but 

the overall symmetry is not as high as hnving six equivalent ligands as in the com- 

pounds previously discussed. As symmetry decreases, the efg at the cobalt centre 
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increases and therefore relaxation through the quadrapolar mechanism is more ef- 

ficient (the TITs of these compounds are about an order of magnitude faster than 

[Co(NH&lCb). All of these compounds relax through Q because D and J would 

be inefficient (as described above) but [Co(sepulchrate)]C~ is also observed to have 

a non-linear region and therefore SR must contribute to its relaxation at higher 

temperatures. 

f a c - C ~ ( c N ) ~  ( W &  has a TI on the same order of magnitude as for the com- 

pounds with six N or six 0 around the cobalt (III) centre even though the symmetry 

of this compound is lower. At first inspection, it might be expected that the TI 

would be shorter than that observed, but if it is remembered that the efg is the 

Laplacian of the potential, it is obvious that the d g  would not be very large for 

fac-c~(cN)~(NH& (indeed, for complete fac symmetry, the efg would be zero). 

Because of the relative relaxation rate ( i e ,  D and J would give a TI with a longer 

relaxation time), there must be an efg for Q to be the dominant mechanism of 

relaxation. 

The symmetries of the remaining four compounds ( [CO(NH~)~CO~]NO~ $H20. 

cis-[Co(N&)&O3]NO3, [Co(NH&Cl] Cla , and Na[Co(edta)] ) are low and therefore 

large efg's are expected. This is observed because the Ti's of these compounds are 

much shorter than any of the previously described compounds and therefore Q is the 

dominant relaxation mechanism in these compounds. If we compare the symmetry 

of compounds in this set with those previously discussed, a trend is observed. The 

symmetry of the Co(NH&CO$ and CO(NH&NO:+ are the same (if the H's and 

0's are ignored), but the TI for Co(N&)&O: is an order of magnitude faster 
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than CO(N&)~NO:+. This change of an N for an 0 is similar to the change of 

to NOt for C O ( ~ & ~ +  to CO(NH&NO:+ which also have Ti's that differ by an 

order of magnitude. This trend shows that local moledar symmetry (C e., CoN6 

to CoNsN') and the ligands around the cobalt(m) centre (i.e., change of CoNSN7 

to CoNSO) have a similar effect on the efg. 

Figure 3.8 demonstrates the dependence of the "Co NMR transverse relaxation 

times (inverse linewidths) on temperature. For most of the complexes, the trans- 

verse relaxation times mimic the behavior of the longitudinal relaxation times, 

increasing with temperature. satisfying the extreme-narrowing condition T 1Q = 

TZQ. Two notable exceptions are the slowes t-relaxing complexes, CO(CN);- and 

CO(NH~);+. Since these complexes possess small quadrupolar coupling constants, 

their relaxation behavior is more susceptible to influences fiom competing mech- 

anisms. The increase in transverse relaxation times with decreasing temperature 

suggests that scalar relaxation of the second kind from the surrounding quadrupo- 

lar "N nuclei is a contributor to T2, as previously suggested by Bryant. [3l, 321 

This mechanism might also be expected to contribute to the "Co longitudinal re- 

laxation in these complexes; however the difference in the resonance frequencies of 

the 59Co-14N spin-pair makes this unlikely[6] and, indeed, such contributions were 

not evident. 

Three of the complexes demonstrate relaxation behaviour that does not conform 

to the temperature dependence anticipated for exclusive contributions fiom the 

quadrupolar relaxation mechanism. For these complexes, namely Ka [Co(CN)6], 

[ C O ( N H ~ ) ~ ]  Ck , and [Co(sepulchrate)] Cb , a bifunctional relaxation time us. inverse 
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Figure 3.8: Plots of h(T;) us. 1000/T for the twelve complexes studied at 11.7 T. 



Table 3.3: Isotropic "Co chemical shifts, moments of inertia, and spin-rotation 
constants (derived &om adyses of relaxation data) for three cobalt complexes 
displaying spin-rotation relaxation. 

Compound Ji, Momentofinertia Spin-rotationconstant 
( P P ~  kg m2) 

K3 [Co(CN)61 -1 11.5 217 
[Co(rns)a]Cb 8076 6.36 (a) 676 

[Co(sepulchrate)] 6931 21.9 671 

(a) perdeuterated form in *H20 solution 

temperature fitting was performed? allowing the total relaxation rate (equation 

3.14) due to contributions fiom both the quadrupolar mechanism (via 3.7) and spin- 

rotation mechanism (via 3.12) to be quantified. The Hubbard relation[55] (equation 

3.13) was used to provide TJ fiom rz, which should be a reasonable model for the 

rotational diffusion of these complexes in the presence of the aqueous solvent,[56] 

based on the high viscosity and small relative molecnlar size of water. Insertion of 

3.13 into 3.12 provides an equation that depends on 72 and c 2 P ,  the former of which 

has been estimated fiom the carbon longitudinal relaxation time measurements. 

The spin-rotation constants, (c2)'12, have been derived from the fitted interaction 

constant c 2 p  by assuming the moment of inertia, I, of the complex in solution is 

identical to that of the isolated molecule (for C~(sepulchrate)~+, a symmetric top, 

an isotropic average of the moment of inertia tensor was used). The results of the 

bifunctional fitting for these three complexes is presented in Table 3.3. 
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3.5.2 Variable Concentration 

Great care was taken to ensure that dilute solutions were used for all relaxation mea- 

surements. Evidence supporting this approach was provided by the concentration- 

dependent study of Na[Co(edta)] , as well the previous results in the SgCo relaxation 

studies of C o ( a c a ~ ) ~  in acetonitrile. [42] 

In the variable concentration study of Na[Co(edta)], four nuclei were studied - 
'H, 13C, 23Na, and 5gCo. The 23Na and "Co spectra each contain only one peak 

over all concentrations while the 'H and 13C spectra contain multiple peaks due to 

magnetic inequivalence. 

A linear relationship between Trl and concentration is observed for concentra- 

tions up to 140 mM for the single "Co signal in Na[Co(edta)], as expected according 

to the Debye expression. At concentrations greater than 140 mM, the hear rela- 

tionship no longer holds and the "Co relaxation times appear to reach a plateau 

1 59 at these concentrations. Figure 3.9 shows the plot of T; ( Co) us. concentration. 

These results are significant because it brings into question the 59Co relaxation 

studies previous to those described here. In these earlier studies, arguments based 

on isolated molecules undergoing rotational ditfusion, which are questionable based 

on these results, were used. 

Sodium-23 is a quadrupolar nucleus like 59Co and therefore relaxes purely through 

the quadrupolar mechanism of relaxation. The T13s observed were short (on the 

order of 20 ms) as expected for a quadrupolar nucleus. A plot of T;' (23Na) us. 

concentration for Na[Co(edta)] is shown in Figure 3.10. This plot shows that the 

one sodium site has a linear relationship between T;' and concentration over all the 
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Figure 3.9: Plot of Ti' (59Co) us. concentration for Na[Co(edta)] . 
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Figure 3.10: Plot of T;' (23Na) us- concentration for Na[Co(edta)]. 
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Table 3.4: pH measurements of Na[Co(edta)] solutions 

Concentration of Na[Co(edta)] (mM) plH (measured) p2H (corrected)' 
20 5 -68 6.08 
40 5.72 6.12 
60 6.10 6.50 
80 5.62 6.02 
100 6-15 6.55 
120 6.10 6.50 
140 5-58 5 -98 
160 6.55 6.95 
180 6.45 6.85 
200 6-76 7.16 

* Conversion £?om plH to  p2H taken from reference [5?]. 

concentrations in this study. Therefore the process occurring at the cobalt nucleus 

does not have any effect on the sodium counterion. 

Unlike the previous two nuclei, there ate multiple signals in both the proton and 

carbon spectra of Na[Co(edta)]. This can be understood by looking at a model of 

the complex in Figure 3.11. In this representation, one observes that the Co(edta)- 

anion has a two-fold rotation axis.  Therefore, there are six unique protons and five 

carbons. The methylene region of the proton and the 13C{'H) spectra show three 

distinct types of spectra. These three types of spectra can be understood by looking 

at the p2H's of the solutions given in Table 3.4. The 13C{'H) and proton spectra 

are given for the ten concentrations as a function of p2H in Figures 3.12 - 3.14. The 

carbonyl region of the spectra are not shown because signals for the two carbonyl 

carbons were found to be consistent (at 182.7 f 0.1 pprn and 182.0 f 0.1 ppm) 

over all concentrations. 



Figure 3.11: Pictorial representation of Na[Co(edta)] . 
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Figure 3.12: Plots of the '3C{1H) and 'H spectra of Na[Co(edta)] in the p2B range 
of 5.98 - 6.12 at 11.7 T. 
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Figure 3.13: Plots of the 13C{'H) and lH spectra of Na[Co(edta)] in the p2H range 
of 6.50 - 6.55 at 11.7 T. 
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Figure 3.14: Plots of the 13C{lH} and lH spectra of Na[Co(edta)] in the p211 range 
of 6.85 - 7.16 at 11.7 T. 
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From the model in Figare 3.11, six magnetically distinct proton signals are 

expected by symmetry which should be constant over all concentrations. The ex- 

perimental proton spectra, however, only have two signals which are consistent over 

all concentrations. The signals at 3.63 ppm and 3.28 ppm form an AA'BB' pattern 

and, therefore, can be identified as the ethylene bridge protons. All of the other 

proton signals observed are not consistent as concenfxation increases, but the spec- 

tra (both 13C{'H) and 'H) are observed to be consistent within a given p2H range 

(as shown in Figures 3.12 - 3.14). Therefore the determining factor for the changes 

in the spectra is p2H and not concentration. A possible reason for the different 

p2H d u e s  could be due to the glass of the NMR tubes (all of the solutions were 

prepared from the same stock solution so this cannot be a factor). The tubes were 

washed, rinsed with methanol, and dried before use, but the tubes themselves can 

have acidic sites causing the observed fluctuations of p2H. The observed pZH de- 

pendent behaviour must arise &om a proton exchange involving one of the oxygens 

of the acetate groups. It is, however, interesting that the highest three concen- 

trations give the same spectra and at these concentrations the cobalt relaxation 

measurements no longer follow the behavior expected &om the Debye expression. 

3.6 Discussion 

The dominant mechanism of relaxation at room temperature for all the cobalt nuclei 

in this study has been determined to be the quadrupolar mechanism. The values of 

the quadrupolar coupling constants detamined for these complexes closely follow 

the expectations based on local symmetry arguments. Highly symmetric complexes, 



such as Co(CN)f  and Co(N&)g+, exhibit very small values, while more asymmet- 

ric complexes have significantly larger values. There is no relationship between the 

observed 59Co chemical shifts and the quadrupolar coupling constants derived from 

the relaxation data for a given complex. At temperatures above 323 K, Co(CN)g-, 

co(NH&+, and Co(sepulckat#+ show a non-linear dependence of TI us. 1000/T, 

consistent with an increasing contribution of the spin-rotation mechanism. This 

behavior has been suggested previously by Osten and Jameson[29] for tetrahedral 

complexes with a quadrupolar nucleus at the centre. If spin-rotation is contribut- 

ing to only these three compounds, they must possess characteris tics unique from 

the other complexes. Spin-rotation is able to contribute to the relaxation of the 

two compounds with high symmetry because they have small x's and therefore 

ineficient quadrnpolar relaxation allowing SR to contribute to the longitudinal re- 

laxation and scalar relaxation of the second kind to contribute to the transverse 

relaxation. [Co(sepulchrate)]Cla is different tiom the other compounds in this study 

in that it is a bulky complex which has a large moment of inertia. This increases 

the susceptibility to SR relaxation. In Figure 3.15, TI c w e s  showing competition 

between Q and SR mechanisms of relaxation are displayed. As this figure shows. 

if Q relaxation is inefficient, SR relaxation can occur at lower temperatures than 

if Q relaxation is efficient, and molecules which have large moments of inertia are 

observed to have SR relaxation contribute at lower temperatures than molecules 

with small moments of inertia. 

Previous studies have proposed that the chemical shielding anisotropy relaxation 

mechanism contributes to the 59Co relaxation in octahedral cobalt (III) complexes. [37, 
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Figure 3.15: TI curves show the competition between Q and SR mechanisms of 
relaxation for (a) efficient us. Q relaxation and (b) two different moments of inertia 
for SR relaxation. 
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38, 39, 401 Evidence presented here shows that this condnsion is incorrect. As de- 

scribed in Section 3.2, CSA was believed to participate because the linewidths were 

observed to vary with increasing field strength and the longitudinal relaxation times 

were observed to be less than transverse relaxation times. One possible explanation 

of the previous observations could be the use of saturated solutions in those studies. 

The variable-concentration studies on Na[Co(edta)] as well as the recent results of 

Co(a~ac )~  in acetonitrile[42] show behavior which deviates &om the Debye model 

for 59Co relaxation in solutions with high concentrations. 

Osten and Jameson[29] have suggested a model for intermolecular effects caus- 

ing transient distortions of the efg , thereby modulating the quadrupolar local field 

necessary for relaxation. In this model, the temperature dependence is not limited 

to the spectral density uia the rotational correlation time, but also includes a tem- 

perature (T) and density ( p )  dependent quadrupolar interaction, X .  This x(T,p) 

given here is analogous to the a(T,p) given by Osten and Jameson for chemical 

shielding. 

The fist term in this expansion is the temperature dependence of the quadrupolar 

interaction for an isolated molecule, i e., the intramolecular X ;  the intermolecu- 

lar effects (also temperature-dependent ) are contained in x1 (T) . The anharmonic 

vibrational distortions of the equilibrium (re) structure of a molecule account for 

the temperature-dependence of x,(T) term and these can be determined as the 

density-invariant component of a gas-phase pdependent study. At high densities, 

such as those encountered in condensed phases (including aqueous solutions), the 
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intermolecular term, xl(T), is believed to dominate any temperaturedependence 

of x(T,P)- 

Much has been made of the infiuence of intermolecular interactions on, in par- 

ticular, SgCo relaxation, most notably in the extensive literature relating SgCo Ti's 

and Ta's to ion-pairing &ects.[24, 30, 34, 351 It is believed that X . ~ & ( ~ ~ C Q )  is 

insensitive to ion-pairing efi'ects,[30] such effects being limited to changes in J(w.) 

or the rotational correlation time of the ion. However, there have also been several 

suggestions that the rotational correlation time of the ion is not relevant to cobalt 

relaxation, particularly when saturated solutions are studied. [26, 37, 38, 39, 401 

These observations are probably the result of xI(T), where the extra temperature- 

dependence of the interaction as well as that of the spectral density result in more 

efficient relaxation and "apparent" conelation times orders of magnitude longer 

than anticipated from the T17s of other nuclei ( e-g., 13C and 14N). This agrees with 

our observations of more efficient relaxation as concentration is increased. 

Characterization of the spin-ro tation const ants for the three complexes de- 

scribed above provides an opportunity to estimate the degree of paramagnetic 

shielding exhibited in each complex. Ramsey, [1 l] Flygare(l81 and Deverell[lS] 

each have demonstrated the connection between paramagnetic shielding and spin- 

rotation constants, and, where both are available, absolute chemical shielding scales, 

relative to the bare nucleus at 0 ppm, have been determined for several nuclei.[l2] 

No such scale has been reported for cobalt. A plot of the SgCo spin-rotation con- 

stants us. chemical shift determined for the three complexes in this study, seen 

in Figure 3.16, extrapolated to a spin-rotation constant of zero, provides a value 
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of -3578 Az 1137 ppm, relative to 1.0 M K3[Co(CN)s] (aq) for the diamagnetic 

contribution to the 59Co chemical shielding. The spin-rot ation constants deter- 

mined from the relaxation data are absolute values, since only the square of these 

constants is available from relaxation data. A positive sign has been assumed, al- 

though all that is significant in this assumption is that all three complexes possess 

SR constants of the same sign. This should be a good approximation for these 

complexes as all possess the same geometry. Also, the effects of any anisotropy 

in the spin-rotation constant have been neglected, which will also affect the values 

determined &om relaxation data. [l9] In this regard, only the spin-rot ation constant 

derived for C~(sepulchrate)~+ may be significantly in error due to this simplifica- 

tion, as the octahedral symmetry of the other two complexes ensures minimal (if 

any) anisotropy. Using calculated values of ud provided by Hartree-Fock calcula- 

tions of the atomic wave function of cobalt of 2166 ppm (non-relativistic)[l3] or 

I892 ppm (relativistic),[l4] an approximate value of the chemical shift of the bare 

cobalt nucleus can be obtained. The absolute chemical shielding scale (with respect 

to the bare nucleus) (non-relativistic) and the chemical shift scale (with respect to 

1.0 M K3[Co(CN)s]) are plotted together in Figure 3.17. This figure shows that 

the chemical shift of the bare cobalt nudeus is -1412 ppm (non-relativistic) with a 

significant error from the above extrapolation. If relativistic effects are also consid- 

ered, the chemical shif't of the bare nucleus is -1686 ppm. Further determinations 

of spin-ro t ation const ants for cobalt nuclei with diverse values of chemical shifts 

clearly would be beneficial in improving these estimates of the absolute chemical 

shielding relative to the experimentally-measured chemical shift. 
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F i y e  3.16: Plot of spin-rotation constant (c) us. chemical shift (&.) for the three 
complexes. The line intercepts the x-axis at -3578 ppm. 
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Figure 3.17: The chemical shiR and absolute chemical shielding scales for cobalt. 
The chemical shift for the bare cobalt nucleus is determined to be -1412 (non- 
relativistic). 
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3.7 Conclusions 

Variable- temperature measurements at two magnetic fields of the longitudinal and 

transverse "Co relaxation times of twelve different octahedral cobalt(III) complexes 

demonstrate+that the quadrupolar mechanism dornina tes the relaxation behavior of 

cobalt nuclei, with a few notable exceptions. Two complexes with high symmetry 

and concornit ant small quadrnpolar coupling constants at the cobalt nuclei exhibit 

quadrupolar relaxation that is also infiuenced by the spin-rotation mechanism at 

high temperatures in the longitudinal relaxation and by scalar relaxation of the 

second kind in the transverse relaxation. The sepdchrate complex of cobalt exhibits 

contributions from the spin-rotation mechanism of "Co longitudinal relaxation at 

high temperatures owing to the large moment of inertia possessed by this complex. 

In none of the complexes was behavior observed that was indicative of contributions 

due to CSA relaxation. An estimate of the absolute cobalt chemical shielding scale 

has been provided by comparison of the spin-rotation constants determined from 

the relaxation data and the isotropic chemical shins, as well as previously reported 

calculations of the diamagnetic shielding of atomic cobalt. 

The variable-concentration multinuclear NMR study of Na[Co(edt a)] demon- 

strates the need for the use of dilute solutions for 59Co relaxation measurements. 

The pH's of solutions of Na[Co(edta)] are observed to determine the 'H and 13C 

NMR spectra while the 23Na and SgCo spectra are not affected by pH. At concen- 

trations of 160 mM or greater, evidence is provided that intermolecular effects are 

important in solution. 



Chapter 4 

Solid-state Cobalt-59 NMR 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1 .l Previous Solid-state Cobalt-59 NMR Studies 

In contrast to the number of solution 59Co NMR studies, there is little data con- 

cerning 59Co in the solid-state. In fact, there are only 17 chemical shift anisotropies 

reported for cobalt in the literature. 

The first single-crystal "Co NMR study was reported in 1969 by Spiess, Hass, 

and Hartmann.[58] In this study, the chemical shift (CS) and electric field gra- 

dient (efg) tensors of five cobalt(III) complexes were reported. The quadrupolar 

coupling constants (obtained &om the efg tensors) ranged from 13.217 MHz to 

165.609 MHz. Sheline and c ~ w o r k ~ 5 9 ,  60, 611 produced the next three reports 

of solid-state "Co NMR studies which were also performed using single-crystal 

NMR. The compounds of these studies were all cobalt-carbonyl complexes with 
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large quadmpolar coupling constants (&om 89.3 MHz to 159.88 MHz) and the CS 

tensors were also reported in these studies. In reality, these first studies were not 

true NMR studies but Zeemzm perturbed NQR (nuclear quadrupolar resonance) 

because the x's measured were greater than the Lamor frequencies (vide infnr). 

Reynhardt published two papers in 1974 in which he described singlecrystal 

"Co NMR. studies of [CO(NH~)~]  Cb [62] and C~(acac)~.  [63] In the [ C O ( ~ ) ~ ] C ~  

study, the CS and efg tensors of five individual cobalt sites (though two were taken 

together) were determined and the quadrapolar coupling constants at the different 

sites were found to vary significantly &om site to site. These two studies were also 

done at a low magnetic field (1.6 T) and, therefore, the precision of the experiments 

is low. 

After their efforts in solution 59Co NMR studies, Eaton and co-workers published 

a paper showing powder spectra of six high symmetry cobalt(III) complexes at 11.7 

T. [64] From the spectra of Co(CN)i-, Co(NO2);-, and Co(en)Zc the chemical shift 

anisotropies were estimated. For Co(aca~)~  and Co(C2 O4)Zd the chemical shifZ 

anisotropies were not measured due to a mixture of quadrupolar and chemical shift 

anisotropy effects and Co(NH3)z+ was "quite complicatedn and analysis was not 

attempted. The spectra presented in this paper are reasonably good but no axes 

are given making comparison or confirmation of their results impossible. 

The most recent solid-state 59Co NMR studies have been performed on cobalt 

clusters. The cobalt powder spectra of A[MCO~(CO)~~] (where M = Fe or Ru and 

A = N(ethyl)4 or H) were obtained at two magnetic fields (4.7 T and 7.1 T) allow- 

ing for the determination of the CS and efg tensors of these four compounds.[65] 
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The chemical shift anisotropies changed very little when Fe was replaced with Ru 

(less than 4 %), bat there are large changes in the anisotropy in the change from 

N(eth~1)~ to H. A second paper by the same group has been published earlier this 

year on HF~CO~(CO)~[P(OCH&]~,[~~] but the efg and CS tensors were not deter- 

mined for 59Co because of multiple sites in the anit cell. 

4.1.2 NMR Lineshapes 

As described in Chapter 2, NMR interactions can be anisotropic and one can mea- 

sure these anisotropic interactions in the solid-state. The taro interactions that are 

important for cobalt, as a quadrupolar nucleus in the solid-state, are the chemical 

shielding (CS ) aniso trop y and the quadrupolar (Q) interactions. These two inter- 

actions give r ise  to lineshapes which depend on both the magnitudes and relative 

orientations of the two tensors. The site symmetry of the nudeus in the crystal 

lattice may put constraints on the orientation of the two tensors. 

Jones e t  a1.[67] were the &st to describe the nature of the lineshape that con- 

tained both Q and CS but under the constraint that the tensors had to be axially 

symmetric and had the same orientation. This occurs only for nuclei at %fold or 

higher symmetry point group sites in the crystal. Baugher et a1.[68] provided a 

more general treatment than that proposed by Jones and co-workers. In their pa- 

per, a description of non-adally symmetric tensors was given but the tensors were 

still constrained to have the same orientation dependence. Any powder lineshapes 

of quadrupolar nuclei described in the literature from 1969 until 1990 used this 

assumption that the two tensors were coincident. This assumption is valid for nu- 
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dei which are at sites of orthorhombic or higher point symmetry but excludes any 

nudei that occur in monodinic (point symmetry CZhr C,, os CZ)  triclinic (Ci OT 

GI) crystal sites. In 1990, Power et a1.[69] published the first analysis of powder 

lineshapes of half-integer spin quadrupolar nuclei (I = n/2 where n = 3, 5: 7, or 9) 

which have chemical shielding and qnadmpolar tensors that were both non-axially 

symmetric and non-coincident. This allows for the analysis of all quadmpolar line- 

shapes. 

4.2 Theory 

For quadrnpolar nuclei, we must first consider the difference between NMR and 

NQR. Figure 4.1 shows E/h for different nuclear spin energy levels and the effect 

the cobalt Larrnor frequency has on the levels using a fixed quadrupolar coupling 

constant of 33 MHz. The fouowing equation is used 

Figure 4.1. [TO] 

At a magnetic field of zero, one can do pure NQR and 

to obtain the frequencies in 

- I ( I +  l)] ( 4 4  

obtain quadrupolar coupling 

constants and the asymmetry of the efg tensor. When a small magnetic field is a p  

plied (corresponding to a small Larmor frequency), a perturbation of NQR occurs. 

This is known as Zeeman perturbed NQR. The experimental conditions relevant 

to NMR do not occur until the nuclear spin energy levels are in the correct order. 

&om 712 to 512 to 312, etc. up to -712. In Figure 4.1 this occurs at approximately 
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Figure 4.1: Plots of E/h of nuclear spin energy level us. ='Co Larmor frequency 
using a constant quadrupolar coupling constant of 33 MHz. 
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v, = 8 MHz for a quadmpolar coupling constant of 33 MHz.  

Once the magnetic field strength is d c i e n t  to ensure NMR conditions for a 

qnadrnpolar nucleus, only the Zeeman, quadrupolar, and chemical shielding inter- 

actions need to be considered and the nuclear spin Hamiltonian simplifies to 

Even though the Zeeman term now dominates, there are two situations that arise 

depending on the strength of the efg with respect to the Zeeman interaction. These 

situations are known as first- and second-order quadrupolar effects. The two situ- 

ations can be defined in terms of the following expression, 

where 

First-order quadrupolar effects are sufficient to describe the response of the quadmpo- 

lar nudeus when expression 4.3 is less than 10; i.e., the quadrupolar interaction is 

only a f i rst  order perturbation of the Zeeman interaction (similar to a l l  other NMR 

interactions which are only first-order perturbations). If the value of equation 4.3 is 

greater than 10, second-order quadrupolar effects need to be considered. Using this 

as a guide, a x of 1.5 MBz or greater is required before second-order effects need 

to be considered for cobalt at 11.7 T; a x of 950 kBz necessitates consideration of 

second-order effects at 4.7 T. Using the estimates of x from Table 3.2, we observe 
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that the majority of the cobalt complexes f d  into the second-order domain if the 

solution and solid-state X'S are equivalent. 

In the general case where the CS and efg tensors are neither coincident nor 

symmetric, the general expression for a powder lineshape, I(v), is given as 

where p(m) is the probability of a m tt m-1 transition, g(v )  is a hebroadening 

fanction, and v, = v, - 9. Q is dependent on the value of equation 4.3 (i.e.. first- 

or second-order quadrupolar effects). If only fist-order perturbations need to be 

considered, Q is given by 

If second-order perturbations need to be considered, the central m = 112 t, -1/2 

transition usually dominates the spectmm. In this case, & is given by 

where 
27 9 

A(+) = -- - 3 2 -m cos 24  - gqQ cos2 24, 
8 4 
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and 
3 1 1 3 
8 3 

* q; cos2 24. C(4) = -- + -4 + +S')O COS 24 - - 

If the satellite transitions are observed, they would also be shifted by the second- 

order quadrupolar effects but the splitting between any pair of satellite transitions 

remains constant, 

For a qnadrupolar nudeus it is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain the orienta- 

tion of the CS or d g  tensor with respect to the molecular geometry without perform- 

ing a singlecrystal NMR experiment. To simplify the simulation of qnadrupolar 

spectra, the Euler angles (a, P,  and 7) can be used to obtain the orientation of the 

CS tensor with respect to the efg tensor (as seen in Figure 4.2) using the following 

expressions, 

sin 9 cos p = cos 7 cos p cos(# - a) + sin y sin 0 sin(# - a) - cos 7 sin p cos 9, 

sint9sinp = - s i n ~ c o s ~ s i n 9 c o s ( ~ - a )  +cosrsin0sin(+ -a) + s i n ~ s i n ~ c o s O .  

c o d  = sin /3 sin 8 cos(# - a) + cos p cos 0 (4.11) 

The expressions in 4.11 were determined using a rotational transformation matrix. 

R(a&) = R&)& (P)RZ(a).[9] This matrix rotates the CS tensor in the reference 

frame of the efg tensor. 
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Figure 4.2: a) The magnetic field vector, B,, is oriented in PAS of the chemical 
shielding tensor by (9, 9) and in the PAS of the efg tensor by (0, 4). b) The lh.h 
angles (a, ,8, 7) orient the chemical shielding tensor in the PAS of the efg tensor- 
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4.3 Experiment a1 

The cobalt(III) complexes were made by standard literature procedures or were 

commercially available, as given previously in Table 3.1. Compounds studied in the 

solid-state not present in Table 3.1 were madelob tained as follows: [ C ~ ( e n ) ~ ]  C4, 

see reference [71], [Co(NH3) C&] (NOs) *, see reference [T2], and Na3 [Co (NOz) €31, 

obtained from Aldrich. samples were referenced to 1.0 M &[CO(CN)~] (aq). 

Solid-state 59Co NMR spectra were acquired at 11.7 T on a Bruker AMX-500 

spectrometer and at 4.7 T on a B d e r  ASX-200 spectrometer where possible (uide 

znfra). Samples were prepared by crushing the sample with a mortar and pestle 

and packing them into 5 mm NMR tubes cat to a length of 28 mm. At 4.7 T, 

a spin-echo pulse sequence was used due to large dead times associated with the 

probe. At 11.7 T, a simpk one pulse experiment was attempted to obtain all spectra 

except for compounds with quadrupolar coupling constants greater than 30 MHz 

for which a spin-echo pulse sequence was required to obtain useful spectra due to 

a large amount of uncorrectable baseline roll (vide infra). 

A solid-state 13C magic angle spinning NMR spectrum of [Co(NH3) CH3J (NO& 

was obtained at 50.3 MHz on a B d e r  ASX-200 spectrometer (B, = 4.7 T). The 

sample was packed into a 7 mm outer-diameter zirconium oxide rotor. Cross po- 

larization under t he Hartmann-Hahn matching condition was used to increase t he 

sensitivity of the spectrum using a contact time of 3 ms. The proton 90° pulse width 

was 4.2 ps and high power 'H decoupling was used during the acquisition of the 

specknun. During the acquisition the sample was spun at a rate of 2.8 kHz. Carbon 

chemical shifts were referenced to TMS by setting the high-frequency carbon signal 
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of adamantane to 38.56 ppm. 

Calculations of the 59Co NMR powder lineshapes were performed on a Silicon 

Graphics Indigo2 XL workstation with a FORTRAN-?? program that incorporates 

the POWDER routine[73] with additions for quadrupoIar nuclei. [6g] The values 

for the three principal components of the chemical shift tensor, the quadrnpolar 

couphg constant, the asymmetry of the efg tensor, and the Euler angles were 

optimized to maximize the agreement between the experimental and calculated 

lineshapes of the central transition. Crystal structures were used to determine if 

any constraints on the CS or efg tensors had to be present due to site symmetry. 

The orientations of the efg tensors were either estimated using local symme- 

try arguments, obtained computationally using Gaussian 94,[74] or via residual 

quadrnpolar effects on the dipolar coupling with an adjacent spin-f nuclei. The 

stmctures used for the Gaussian 94 calculations were obtained &om solid-state 

crystal structures with the hydrogens optimized using the same program. 

4.4 Results 

Simulations of the "Co NMR spectra were performed for all of the spectra at 11.7 

T as well as for the complexes for which spectra were obtained at 4.7 T. The results 

of the simulations are summarized in Table 4.1. Any values in Table 4.1 without a 

"P are parameters which are exactly zero or 90 by symmetry. All of the spectra 

and the simulations are given in Appendix A. 

For most compounds, only the central transition (m = +r -4 transition) is 

observed. One example where the satellites as well as the central transition are 
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observed is [Co(en)$L. Etom the crystal structure of [Co(ex~)~]Ck [75], one dis- 

covers that the compound crystallizes in the trigonal space group ~ 5 ~ 1 .  Therefore 

the cobalt CS and efg tensors must be both axially symmetric and coincident, thus 

putting constraints on the analysis of the spectra of this complex. As seen in Table 

4.1, the CS tensor is axially symmetric with = 6= and the 11, 22, and 33 corn- 

ponents of the CS and efg tensors are aligned (Le. ,  ,O = 0). Figure 4.3 shows the 

calculated spectra of this compound at 11.7 T if only the chemical shift tensor was 

present, if only the efg tensor was present, the effect of both tensors interacting, and 

the experimental spectmm. There are uncorrectable distortions in the experimen- 

tal spectrum due the loss of the first few points of the FID which is associated with 

the dead time of the probe (vide infra), but there is an excellent match between 

the frequencies of the experimental and calculated spectra. As x increases and/or 

the tensors are not aligned, the central transition dominates the spectrum and the 

satellites are usually not observed. 

The only other complex that has constraints placed upon it by the crystal 

structure is Na3[Co(NOs)6] which crystallizes in the rhombohedra1 space group 

R3m[76] and the cobalt nuclei sit on sites of three-fold symmetry. All of the other 

complexes do not have any constraints placed on them by the crystal structures 

and therefore all eight parameters were used to try to obtain good simulations of 

the spectra. However, variation of a and y did not help to give good simulations 

for many of the compounds so these angles are zero for all of the complexes unless 

otherwise given in brackets in Table 4.1. Therefore, in general, only six parameters 

needed to be fit and these values are given in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.3: Simulations of [ C ~ ( e n ) ~ ] C l ~  at 11.7 T if a) only chemical shift anisotropy 
is present, b) only the quadrupolar interaction is present, c) both tensors are 
present. d) The experimental spectrum. 
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At the lower magnetic field, the spectra of [ C o ( m )  Cl] C12, Na[Co (edt a)], and 

[Co(NH&CH3](NO& were difficult to obtain due to the large x's associated with 

these complexes and therefore usefnl spectra were not obtained. A spectrum of cis- 

[CO(N&)~(NO~)~]NO~ was not obtained at the lower magnetic field due to the small 

amount of compound (approximately 5 mg) which was insufficient for sensitivity 

reasons. 

One interesting observation from the spectra obtained at both fields is a problem 

with baseline roll. This problem is associated with the dead times of the probes. A 

probe's dead time is the time it takes for all of the electronics of the spectrometer 

to dissipate the energy that the RF pulse added to the system; the greatest of these 

is usually the ringdown of the probe. The dead time makes it impossible to start to 

collect data immediately after the pulse. Therefore, one loses the first few points of 

the FID. This loss of points can give spectra with large amounts of baseline roll. The 

baseline roll can be corrected by baseline correction, but when there are extremely 

large amounts of distortion it is sometimes difficult to tell what the real spectrum 

should look like. One method to correct for dead times is the use of a spin-echo 

pulse sequence.[77] When using such a sequence, one refocuses the magnetization at 

a time that is greater than the dead time of the probe, at which point acquisition is 

initiated, hence removing this problem. Cobalt-59 spectra of [Co(NH&CI]Cl2 are 

given in Figure 4.4 showing the baseline roll problem, a spectrum after the baseline 

has been corrected, and the results using a spin-echo pulse sequence. All of the 

spectra collected on the ASX-200 spectrometer had to be collected with a spin-echo 

pulse sequence because the dead time was extremely long (over 14 ps). Spin-echo 
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. - 
Figure 4.4: Cobalt-59 spectra of [Co(NH3)&1]C12 after phasing using a) a single 
pulse experiment b) a single pulse experiment and baseline correcting c) a spin-echo 
experiment. 
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Table 4.2: Comparison of solution and solid-state "Co NMR results. 

Compound &a0 &m X X i-2 
solution soiid solution solid solid 

spectra were collected for complexes with x's greater than 10 MHz on the AMX-500 

spectrometer but only the spectra of Na[Co(edta)] and [Co(N&) 5 CH3] (NO& (the 

compounds with the largest x's) were simulated using the spin-echo spectra. 

4.5 Discussion 

The chemical shift and efg tensors were acquired for all of the compounds in Table 

4.1. A comparison between the solution and solid-state NMR results can now be 

undertaken. The solid-state isotropic chemical shifts (dj8.) can be obtained &om 

the average of the principal components of the chemical shift tensors. Table 4.2 

shows the solution and solid-state NMR 6;&, X'S, and a's. From Table 4.2 one 

can see that the isotropic chemical shifts in solution and in the solid state are all 

within approximately 200 ppm which is dose considering the large chemical shift 

range for cobalt. There is no trend observed between the isotropic shifts and the 
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X'S, but a, in general, increases with increaPing X. The solid-state X'S are much 

larger than those measured in solution. This codd be due to several reasons. First: 

all of the other values in Table 4.2 are measured directly from a spectrum while 

the x,ddion is measured indirectly horn the relaxation studies. Therefore, Xadtltion 

is only as good as the correlation time measured, which, in the relaxation studies, 

was &om the carbon Ti's of two complexes. Recalling x(T,p) &om equation 3.18, 

intermolecdar us. intramolecular X'S can be discussed. Since the isotropic shifts 

are consistent between solution and the solid-state, the intramolecular term should 

be constant between phases. Intermolecular effects could arise &om interactions 

between two (or more) solute molecdes or between a solute and a solvent. Since 

x#dutk is less than x8d{d, one might take this as evidence that the intermolecular 

x has a negative sign, but if one uses the arguments of 0 s  ten and Jameson, [29] one 

would expect that intermolecular effects would increase as concentration increases 

as observed in the "Co relaxation of Na[Co(edta)]. At maximum concentration 

(a solid) the largest x is observed and therefore, the intermolecular x is positive 

between solute molecules. Thus, if there is an influence from the solvent on x,  it 

must be negative. 

When studying chemical shift tensors, it is of great interest to determine any 

trends that are present tiom similar compounds. Plots of the chemical shift/shieIding 

tensors only ( i .e . ,  no quadrupolar interaction) of the complexes in this study are 

shown on the chemical shielding scale (determined from the relaxation measure- 

ments) at the top and the chemical shiR scale (with respect to 1.0 M K=[Co(CN)s]) 

at the bottom of Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: Chemical shift/shielding tensors for the complexes in this study. 
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When considering trends, it is also important to consider the orientation of 

the tensors. Using basic symmetry argnments, as well as results fkom Gaussian 

94, one can predict the orientation of the efg tensor. This, in turn, can give the 

orientation of the CS tensor using the Enler angles. Two definitions are needed 

before continuing the discussion of trends: the principal component of the efg is eq33 

and the principal director of the chemical shift tensor is the principal component 

of this tensor which is farthest from J2*. The complexes will be discussed in four 

basic frameworks: COG, CoX5Y, trans-CoX4Y2, and cis-Co&Y2. 

Considering the C O G  complexes first, there are three complexes: [Co(en) &l3. 

Na3[Co(NOz)& Co(a~ac)~ .  Na3[C~(N02)e] cryst&zes in the rhombohedral space 

group R3m[76] with the cobalt nucleus at the origin of the rhombohedra1 cell. 

The principal component of the efg tensor must lie along the three-fold axis and, 

since p is 90°, it lies along (the principal director). C o ( a c a ~ ) ~  is similar to 

Na3[Co(NO&] in that the principal component of the efg lies along the normal 

to one face of the octahedron which is closest to a three-fold axis (Co(acac):, does 

not have a tme 3-fold axis since in crystallizes in the space group P21 /c) $21 A f l  

value of 90' was found for this complex which would put the principal component 

of the efg along dl1. The chemical shift tensor for this complex indicates that is 

the principal director which agrees with the ,d d u e  of 90°. For [Co(en)3]Cls, P is 
0' and the 6rn lies along the principal component of the efg tensor. The principal 

component of the efg would lie dong the threefold axis of this molecule which 

crystallizes in a trigonal space group. (751 

Within the CoXsY group, there are four complexes: [Co(NH&CH3] (NOS) 2, 
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[CO(NH~)~C~]CI~,  [ C O ( N H ~ ) & O ~ ] N O ~ - ~ H ~ ~ ,  and [Co(NH&NO2]Cl~. For the h s t  

three of these complexes, /3 is small (16O or less). Therefore, the unique compo- 

nent of the efg should lie close to 6= in these cases. If e q ~ ,  is along &, J33 would 

have to be the principal director of the chemical shift tensor. This is observed for 

aIl of these complexes even though the spans (a) vary &om complex to complex. 

In [Co(NH&NO2]CI2, P is 90° and thus, eq33 should lie close to bll. The princi- 

pal director in [Co(NH&N02]C12 is observed to be tfI1 in agreement with the P 

observed- 

The orientation of the efg tensor can be obtained dixectly (not based on sym- 

metry arguments) via the residual quadrupolar effects upon the dipolar interaction 

be tween cobalt and a second nucleus. [78] In [ C O ( ~ )  CH3] (NO3) 2, 5 9 C ~  will dipo- 

lar couple to 13C. Dipolar coupling is usually averaged to zero in solid-state NMR 

using magic angle spinning (MAS), but, since 59Co is a quadrupolar nucleus, the 

Zeeman levels of 5gCo are perturbed and the dipolar interaction is not completely 

removed by MAS. This results in a 13C MAS spectrum that exhibits residual dipo- 

lar coupling. The spectral lineshape obtained in such a system depends on several 

factors including X ,  r)q, UQ (the Larmor frequency of the quadrupolar nucleus), S 

(the nuclear spin of the quadrupolar nucleus), RDD, and the Eder angles, aDo and 

,&D (rDD is not needed because the dipolar tensor is axially symmetric), which 

define the orientation of the efg tensor with respect to the dipolar tensor. Also, if 

the two nuclei J-couple, Ji., and AJ also infLuence the spectrum. The 13C MAS 

NMR spectrum of [CO(NH~)&E&NO~)~ acquired at 4.7 T is given in Figure 4.6. 

In the simulation of the experimental spectnun, seven parameters had to be opti- 
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Figure 4.6: 13C MAS spectrum of [CO(NEI&CH~](NO~) acquired at 4.7 T. The 
simulation was done using the following parameters: x = 33 MHz, r)g = 0, RDD = 
925 Hz, Jh = 110 Hz, AJ = -4275 Hz, c t ~ ~  = 0°, and ho (the orientation of the 
eq33 with respect to the CeC bond) = 90". 
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mized. However, x and rlq were known &om the simulation of the solid-state 59Co 

spectrum ( X  = 33 MBz and q~ = 0), QDD had to be zero because rlq was zero, and 

RDD was obtained from the C O X  bond length of 1.972 A[79] in this complex (RnD 

= 925 z t  25 Hz). Therefore, only three parameters remained to be optimized. The 

best-fit simulation indicates that J i ,  is 110 Hz f 5 Hz, AJ is either -4275 Eb f 

250 Hz or 9825 Hz rt 250 Hz (it is not possible to determine which is correct &om 

this spectrum), and pDD is 90" (the angle between eq33 and the dipolar tensor). 

Thus, the local symmetry argument for determination of the orientation of the efg 

tensor was incorrect for this complex because the dipolar tensor has to Lie along the 

Co-C bond. Therefore, eqm for [Co(NH3)&&](NO& is in the plane containing 4 

ammine groups. 

t~ans-[Co(NH~)~(NO~)2]N0~ is in a category by itself because it is the only one 

in this series wi th  this arrangement of ligands. The principal component of the 

efg tensor lies along a C*N02 bond. Since the Euler angles for this complex are 

all non-zero and non-90°, the efg and the chemical shift tensors do not have any 

components which lie along each other. The principal director of the chemical shift 

tensor is observed to be &, but ~ C ] C S  (as defined in equations 2.12 and 2.13) of this 

complex is quite large at 0.53. Therefore, there is not a true principal director in 

this complex since the chemical shift tensor is far from axial symmetry. 

The last three complexes, Na[Co(edta)] , &-[CO(NH~)~(NO~)~]N%, and cis- 

[Co(NH3)&03]N03 all have a cis-Co&Y2 arrangement of ligands. From a Gaus- 

sian 94 calculation of the efg tensor of ci.s-[Co(NE&(NO2)2]N03r the principal 

component of the efg tensor is observed to lie close to a Co-NH3 bond which is 
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perpendicular to the ligand plane containing the two nitro groups, and is then 

slightly tilted away from the nitro groups. A similar orientation is assumed for 

the other two complexes in that the efg lies close to one of the Co-X bonds and 

perpendicular to the ligand plane containing the two Y groups. The principal di- 

rector of the chemical shift tensors of Na[Co(edta)] and ~ ~ ~ - [ C O ( N H & ( N O ~ ) ~ ] N O ~  

is while it is 633 for C~Y-[CO(PJH~)~CO~]NO~. With a a d u e  of 6" for cis- 

[Co(NH&C03]N03, the principal component of the efg lies dose to the principal 

director of the chemical shift tensor. In the other two complexes. the principal di- 

rector of the chemical shift tensor does not lie along the principal component of the 

efg tensor. For Na[Co(edta)] a similar case to that of t~ans-[Co(NH~)~(N0~)2]NO~ 

is observed in that qcs is large (0.57) and there is not a true principal director in 

the complex. For C ~ S - [ C O ( M ~ ) ~ ( N O ~ ) ~ ] N O ~  the principal component of the efg is 

not very different fiom eq,, since rlq is 0.7. Therefore, the principal component of 

the efg and the principal director of the chemical shift tensor are not relevant to 

these two complexes. 

When studying chemical shift tensors, it is beneficial to determine planes that 

are responsible for specific components of the chemical shift tensors. Using the data 

from this study, the following ligand planes have been determined to give rise to 

specific components of chemical shift tensors: A) a 3N 1C plane gives rise to shifts 

between 5190 and 6362 ppm (as observed from [Co(N&)&H3](N0&), B) a 4N 

plane gives rise to shifts between 6860 and 7800 ppm (as observed &om numerous 

complexes), C) a 3N 10 or 1Cl plane gives rise to shifts between 9385 and 9868 ppm 

(as observed fiom [Co(NH&Cl]C12 and [Co(NH&C03]N03), and D) a 4 0  plane 
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Table 4.3: TICsA &om solid-state 59Co NMR data. 

Compound qcs A d  TICSAa TIb (solution) 
[ C O ( ~ & ( N O ~ ) ] C ~ ~  0.79 95 ppm 7.5 s 4.23 ms 
Co(a~ac)~  0.33 1013 ppm 76.9 ms 1.78 ms 
t~atls-[Co(NH~)~(NO~)~]N0~ 0.53 358 ppm 583 ms 921 ps 
&-[CO(NFI~)~(NO~)~]NO~ 0.07 420 ppm 463 ms 879 ps 
[Co(NH3)sCI]Cb 0 1585 ppm 32.5 ms 154 ps 
[CO(NH~)~(CO~)]NO~ $H20 0.41 1785 ppm 25.6 ms 258 ps 
~-[Co(NH3)4(CO3 )]Nos 0.32 1084 ppm 67.3 ms 242 ps 
~a [CO (edt a)] 0.57 2286 ppm 14.1 ms 119 ps 

Room temperature measurements using a r 2  of 168 ps. (a) Calculated. (b) Exper- 
imentally measured (see Chapter 3). 

gives rise to shifts between 11890 and 13015 pprn (as observed from C~(acac)~) .  

The two other planes that are possible, but not really dear due to the orientation 

of the efg and chemical shift tensors in the Eis-Co&Y2 type of complexes. are E) 

2N and 2 0  planes giving rise to shifts between 9025 and 10040 pprn, and F) 3 0  

and 1N planes giving rise to shifts between 9900 and 11750 ppm. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, chemical shielding anisotropies were claimed 

to be contributors to "Co relaxation in solution. Values of TICsA can be calculated 

for complexes for which the chemical shift tensors are available assuming there are 

no gross changes between solution and solid states. This data is summarized in 

Table 4.3. The Tlls calculated using the anisotropies measured in the solid-state 

give Ti's that are two to three orders of magnitude longer than those measured in 

solution. This provides further evidence that the suggestion that CS A contributes 

to 59Co relaxation in solution was incorrect. 
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4.6 Conclusions 

Solid-state 5gCo NMR spectra have been obtained at 11.7 and 4.7 T. Ftom the spec- 

tra, the CS and d g  tensors have been obtained for eleven complexes. The isotropic 

chemical shifts in the solid-state are close to those found in solution considering 

the large chemical shin range for cobalt. The quadrupolar coupling constants de- 

termined from the solid-state spectra were all larger than those determined from 

the "Co relaxation studies but the spans were, in general, found to increase with 

increasing quadrupolar coupling constants. Several ligand planes responsible for 

specific chemical shifts have been determined namely A) 3N 1C planes gives rise 

to shifts between 5190 and 6362 ppm, B) 4N planes gives r ise  to shifts between 

6860 and 7800 ppm, C) 3N 10 or 1C1 planes gives rise to shifts between 9385 and 

9868 ppm, and D) 4 0  planes gives rise to shifts between 11890 and 13015 ppm. 

Using the anisotropy of the CS tensors, TICsA has been calculated for several com- 

plexes showing that the earlier 59Co relaxation studies, which state that the CSA 

mechanism of relaxation is a contributor to cobalt-59 relaxation in solution, were 

incorrect. 



Chapter 5 

Concluding Remarks 

Several goals have been achieved through this research. In Chapter 3, the spin- 

lattice relaxation mechanism of "Co in aqueous cobalt(III) complexes was unam- 

biguously determined to be the quadrupolar mechanism at room temperature. Also 

in Chapter 3, the first determination of the absolute chemical shielding scale for 

cobalt was presented from the characterization of spin-rotation constants of three 

cobalt complexes. The chemical shift and electric field gradient tensors of eleven 

cobalt complexes have been elucidated and are presented in Chapter 4. These re- 

sults have furthered our interest in using cobalt59 NMR as a site-specific probe of 

molecular structure, but further work needs to be completed on simple cobalt (III) 

complexes to gain a better understanding of their solution and solid-state struc- 

ture before attempting to apply this work to more complicated systems. An im- 

provement of the chemical shielding scale would be beneficial allowing a better 

comparison of experimental chemical shift tensors with calculated chemical shield- 

ing tensors. A larger variety of ligands, especially those containing a spin-i nucleus 
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and/or those which can be used as biochemical binding site models, should be stud- 

ied in both solution and the solid state. To aid in the analysis of solid-state 59Co 

NMR spectra, mdtiple-quantum NMR experiments should be developed. Calcula- 

tion of chemical shielding tensors of complexes in which the chemical shift tensors 

have been experimentally determined should also be performed. 

Improvement of the quality of the chemical shielding scale would be obtained by 

determining the 5gCo relaration of the cobalt(III) complex of 2,2,2-cryptand. This 

complex should have a large moment of inertia, being larger than the sepulchrate, 

and would have an isotropic chemical shift in the range of 12000 to 13000 ppm 

allowing for a complex with a chemical shift larger than the others used in the 

chemical shielding scale thus far. This will aid in the comparison of calculated 

chemical shielding tensors with experimentally measured chemical shift tensors. 

Other complexes for which the 59Co relaxation should be studied, as they could 

be used as models for biochemical binding sites, are Co(NH&PO3, DNA interca- 

lators (~~(~henanthroline):' and co(bipyridine):+ ) , [3] cobalt (ID)-ATP and ADP 

complexes,[BO] and several small peptide complexes of cobalt(III).[2, 811 The "Co 

CS and efg tensors of these complexes should also be determined via solid-state 

5gC0 NMR. 

As shown in Chapter 4, symmetry arguments are not necessarily correct as 

in the case of Co(NH&CH;+ where simulation of the 13C MAS NMR. spectrum 

gave an orientation different from that expected based on symmetry arguments. 

Therefore, the solid-state NMR spectra of spin-: nuclei in complexes (where avail- 

able) should be done. Four examples are "P NMR of CO(NH~)~PO~,  15N NMI3 of 
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Co(NH3):%O:+, and I3C NMR of CO(NH~):~CCO,' and ~~S-CO(NH~):~CO$. This 

would involve labeling the 13C or lSN in the last three complexes. 

As described in Chapter 4, there are eight variables that must be considered in 

the simulation of quadrnpolar NMR spectra which creates errors in simulation of 

spectra obtained at a single magnetic field. Even with spectra acquired at two fields, 

simulations can still be difficult if not impossible. To allow for the simulation of such 

compounds, development of static multiple-quantum NMR experiments would be 

beneficial. In these two dimensional techniques, either the qnadrapolar or chemical 

shift interaction could be refocused, thereby removing one of the interactions &om 

one of the axes. Multiple-quantum NMR experiments[82, 831 have been developed 

for spin-$2, 83, 84,851 and t[86] nuclei but not for ? nuclei. Also, the experiments 

developed thus far have dl been MAS experiments and it would be beneficial to 

develop such experiments for powder samples. 

With modern computational resources, it is now possible to attempt the calcula- 

tion of first row transition metal chemical shielding tensors. The chemical shielding 

tensors presented in this thesis as well as those suggested here should be calculated 

with ob initio methods for comparison between theory and experiment. This may 

allow for the determination of structures of complexes for which the chemical shift 

tensors can be obtained but crystal s trnctures cannot. 

Finally, once a better understanding of cobalt complexes in both solution and the 

solid st ate is obtained, examinat ion of binding interact ions between cobalt (III) and 

chromium(IIl) complexes with nudeic acids[3] and polymers[5] can be attempted. 

The reason for looking at both the cobalt(III) and chromium(III) complexes stems 
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&om the fact that these two cations are the same size and cobaIt(III) is diamagnetic 

while chromium(III) is paramagnetic. The environment of the metal in a binding 

site(s) can be studied using "Co NMR. The environment surrouding the binding 

site(s) can also be elucidated via the changes in the NMR spectral properties of 

nuclei of the nucleic acid or polymer ('H, 13C, or 31P) by replacing cobalt with 

chromium(ICI) causing paramagnetic relaxation of the spin- f nuclei. In this way. the 

metal centres can be used in parallel for the determination of molecular structure. 



Appendix A 

Solid-state 5 9 ~ o  NMR Spectra 

Throughout this appendix, the solid-state 59Co NMR are presented for all of the 

complexes discussed in chapter 4. For each complex, both the simulation (upper) 

and experimental (lower) spectra are given as well as spectra acquired at both 4.7 

T (top) and 11.7 T (bob tom) fields. If only one spectrum and simulation are shown. 

the spectrum was recorded at 11.7 T. 
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[Co(NE4)5 (NO*)ICl* 
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